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ABSTR A C T

This thesis presents several techniques th a t enhance the performance of wireless mo
bile devices th a t communicate w ithout depending on a supporting infrastructure. These
networks are commonly referred to as ad hoc networks since they operate in highly dy
nam ic environments and, therefore, must utilize available resources.
The prim ary focus of this thesis is on improving the performance of a d hoc networks
by controlling the tra n sm iss io n power to maximize th e spectral reuse (capacity) and
m in im iz e

energy consumption. This work starts by looking at single-hop ad hoc networks,

b u t then extends this to m ultihop wireless ad hoc networks to investigate additional
energy savings and capacity improvements. It is shown th a t the capacity of multihop
d a ta flows depends heavily on th e shaping of the traffic a t intermediate hops. Therefore,
tran sp o rt layer enhancements are also defined th a t a d ap t how nodes handle th e d a ta flows
based on local environmental conditions (contention, congestion, and routing overhead).
Multiple access-based collision avoidance MAC protocols have typically used fixed
t r a n s m issio n

power and have n ot considered power control mechanisms based on the

distance of the transm itter and receiver in order to improve spatial channel reuse.
This work proposes power control multiple access (PCMA) a wireless MAC pro
tocol w ithin the collision avoidance framework.

PCM A generalizes th e transm it-or-

defer “on/off” collision avoidance model of current protocols to a more flexible “variable
bounded power” collision suppression model. The algorithm is provisioned for ad hoc
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networks and does not require th e presence of base stations to m anage t r a n s m issio n power
(i.e., it is decentralized). T he advantage of implementing a power-controlled protocol in
an ad hoc network is th a t source-destination pairs can be more tightly packed into the
network, allowing a greater num ber of sim ultaneous transmissions (spectral reuse) and
less average transmission power (energy consum ption).
O ur sim ulation results show th at the PC M A protocol can improve the throughput
performance of the non-power-controlied IE E E 802.11 protocol by a factor of 2, with a
potential for additional scalability as source-destination pairs become m ore localized (the
maximum distance between source and destination is reduced). Further, the protocol
dem onstrates more th an a 50% average transm ission power reduction an d additional
savings as source-destination pairs become m ore localized, thus providing a compelling
reason for m igrating to a new power-controlled MAC protocol standard. It is also shown
th at when interm ediate hops are utilized between source and destination (to reduce the
maximum transmission range between nodes) in conjunction w ith power control, there
is an energy savings potential on the order o f several orders of m agnitude.
The enhancements at th e transport layer dem onstrate th a t by im plem enting hopby-hop control of d a ta flows instead of end-to-end flow control (as w ith m ost transport
protocols implemented today) the interm ediate node flow rates can be adapted more
quickly to changes in the local en viron m e n t for optim um performance. F ast adaptation
is particularly im portant in (mobile) a d hoc networks where link states and contention
can change on the order of a second or less.
The power control and hop-by-hop protocol frameworks presented in this thesis demon
strate the potential for significant improvements in the wireless ad hoc environment
thereby, m otivating their incorporation into future working drafts and standards.
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CHAPTER 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
In th e last few years, w ith the Internet growing by leaps and bounds and the demand
for untethered access to information, the interest in wireless packet d a ta networks has
increased considerably. F uture wireless packet d a ta networks will provide flexible access
to a vast array of d a ta applications by many users, each requiring a share of the network
resources. These netw ork resources primarily include capacity, which is the sum of the
throughput provided to all users in the network. Up-and-coming mobile applications in
cluding video conferencing, playing music and videos, and surfing th e Web will require an
even greater amount of throughput and therefore additional network capacity. A variety
of mobile devices are being exploited by consumers to access these applications including
personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile phones, laptops, and oth er hand-held devices,
each having different power constraints or b a tte ry lifetime. The b a tte ry lifetime is be
coming an increasingly im portant issue with mobile user desiring m ore compact mobile
units. In additional, mobile users are dem anding more frequent and even continuous
(commonly referred to as “always on” ) access to remote inform ation, placing an even
greater demand on th e mobile energy resources of these devices. Thus, a m ajor issue
in wireless packet d a ta networks is the development of medium access control (MAC)
protocols that make efficient use of available netw ork and mobile resources. Controlling
th e transmission power level is one approach th a t provides improvements in both these

1
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areas. The capacity of the network is im proved by optimizing spatial packing of sourcedestination pairs, known as spectral reuse. The b attery life is also extended because
the senders reduce th eir transmission pow er to ju st reach the intended receiver (th at is,
they provide th e receiver with a signal quality sufficient to receive a valid data packet).
The benefits of implementing power control for th e network topology outlined below are
discussed further in Section 1.1.
There are m any types of networks w here power control can provide benefits in perfor
mance, although th e amount of improvements provided by power control and the com
plexity of their im plem entation will vary. T he improvements provided by applying power
control to cellular networks and the im plem entation issues have been studied extensively
in past years [1, 2] and are being utilized in current cellular networks. While cellular
networks offer a dependable quality of service, mobile users can only communicate if a
supporting infrastructure is in place. In addition, the available netw ork resources are lim
ited and can only be increased with significant system engineering. This requires adding
additional supporting infrastructure a n d adjusting the configuration of existing infras
tructure. Such a n approach will incur a significant cost to the provider. An alternative
approach to this type of network is ad hoc networks, where no preexisting infrastructure
is required to support communications between mobile nodes. For this configuration
no centralized control or access points are required because the nodes serve as access
points (routers) for other neighboring nodes. A n example of this netw ork configuration
is dem onstrated in Figure 1.1, where laptops are shown with th eir respective commu
nications connectivity. The communications devices connecting th e mobile computers
could be for exam ple a wireless LAN (W LAN). A d hoc networks are wireless packet d a ta
networks th a t do not have a supporting infrastructure. In general, wireless packet d a ta
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networks specify the type of traffic (packet d ata), but can refer to may different types
of network topologies (those with or w ithout base stations - centralized access control).
However, for this thesis we will generally use the term wireless packet data networks to
refer to ad hoc type topologies. Further, it is generally assumed th a t all nodes in th e
network have equal access to network resources and are provided w ith similar mobile re
sources (energy reserves). The ad hoc network scenario can be single hop, where source
and destination are w ithin tr ansmission range, or multihop, where source and destination
are out of range and interm ediate nodes are needed to forward the packets. Note th a t th e
ad hoc topology does not preclude the techniques defined in this thesis from being applied
to heterogeneous networks or enhancing cellular networks. R ather it demonstrates th a t
they can be applied without depending on the support of a fixed infrastructure or nodes
with extensive resources.

F ig u re 1.1 Example of an ad hoc configuration

The dom inant wireless MAC protocol is currently the EEEE 802.11 standard, which
follows the “carrier sense multiple access w ith collision avoidance (CSM A/CA)” paradigm.
Our goal is to propose power-controlled m ultiple access protocols th a t follow the same col
lision avoidance principle. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no power-controlled
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MAC protocol th a t fits within the collision avoidance framework and dem onstrates suf
ficient mechanisms for controlling the power (see th e overview of related work in C hap
te r 9). This is due to the complex issues associated with implementing power control
in ad hoc networks (they cannot depend on th e support of a fixed infrastructure to reg
ulate th e transmission powers of mobiles). We show in Section 1.2 th a t this is due to
fundam ental characteristics of the handshake and collision suppression mechanisms in
the CSM A/CA class of protocols, which requires (under current MAC protocols) th a t
stations transm it all control packets at the same power level.
In addition to the mobile devices currently in use, there is also significant research
efforts in progress to develop even smaller wireless devices th a t have considerably more
energy resource lim itations.

Examples of such devices include watches with wireless

access, wearable com puters, and wireless sensors. This is prom pting researchers to inves
tigate new approaches for saving energy. One particular m ethod th a t has shown some
promise is u tilizing interm ediate nodes between source-destination pairs to relay pack
ets. An extension of this approach is evaluated in this work and utilizes interm ediate
hops in combination w ith transmission power control for additional energy savings. Such
an approach can be realized by extending the power-controlled protocol framework in
troduced in this work [3, 4, 5] and extending th e power metrics into the routing layer.
Defining the mechanisms for multihop power control into the routing layer is outside th e
scope of this thesis; hence, we simply present th e potential of m ethods th a t extend the
power-controlled framework for multihop networks.
One of the most attractiv e features of using power control and m ultiple interm ediate
hops together is th a t th e num ber of interm ediate hops can be controlled by the tran s
mission power level. T he prim ary benefit here is th a t energy savings and range between
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interm ediate hops can be adjusted on a per-packet basis and in accordance w ith the
mobile node density and environmental conditions. It will be shown in C hapter 5.4 th at
w ithout power control th e transmission power would have to be optim ized off-line for
th e conditions existing in a particular network, otherwise the energy-saving benefits of
utilizing multiple hops would not be fully exploited (since the transm ission power would
not be adapted to the spacing between interm ediate hops). Such a n approach is not
feasible in most mobile networks, where the netw ork conditions can change over a short
period of time (on the order of a few packet transm issions). Therefore, power control is
the preferred m ethod for exploiting such energy savings techniques.
It is later dem onstrated th a t the capacity of d a ta flows traversing m ultihop ad hoc
networks is limited by th e way the traffic is shaped inside the network (i.e., a t intermediate
nodes). This result is also dem onstrated for power-controlled networks in C hapter 5.4,
where it is shown th a t th e traffic patterns can prevent a power-controlled MAC from
fully exploiting the spectral reuse in the network. T h a t is, when some nodes in a flow are
in a p a rt of the network w ith high contention an d congestion, downstream nodes in the
flow can be prevented from utilizing the capacity gains from power control. As shown
in C hapter 6.3, these problem s can be further compounded by the behavior of current
tran sp o rt protocols. C urrent transport layer protocols were designed for wired networks
th a t have constant link qualities, unlike wireless ad hoc networks. Therefore, a study
is conducted on the perform ance of ad hoc networks, as a result of th e transp o rt layers
interaction with the dynam ic nature of ad hoc protocols. A protocol is then evaluated
th a t shapes the traffic a t interm ediate nodes such th a t the flow rates are controlled based
on th e worst environment the flow passes through (i.e., worst link). T his helps nodes to
ad ap t more quickly to changes in the network conditions, avoiding buffer overflow and
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farth e r retransmissions from causing additional congestion. This approach in conjunction
w ith power control can be applied to ad hoc networks to provide the m ost efficient use of
th e network resources in a way th a t corresponds to the current network traffic conditions.

1.1

M otivating Pow er Control

In this section, transm ission power control is m otivated from two prospective benefits.
T he first benefit is a m ore efficient use of the network resources. T hat is, by allowing a
g reater num ber of sim ultaneous transmissions, power control increases the to ta l network
capacity. T he second benefit is energy savings, which is achieved by m inim izing the
average transmission power.

It is shown below th a t th e transmission power level is

directly related to the power consum ption of the wireless network interface.

Both of

these issues are investigated further in the following two sections.

1.1.1

Capacity

M ultiple access-based collision avoidance MAC protocols have made the case th a t a
sender-receiver pair should first ensure exclusive access to the channel in th e sender and
receiver neighborhood ( “acquire the floor” ) before initiating a data packet transm ission
[6, 7, 8, 9]. Acquiring th e floor allows the sender-receiver pair to avoid collisions due to
hidden and exposed stations in shared channel wireless networks (Figure 1.2 illustrates
th e scenario). The protocol mechanism used to achieve such collision avoidance typically
involves preceding a d ata packet transm ission with the exchange of a R T S/C T S (requestto-send/clear-to-send) control packet handshake between the sender and receiver. This
handshake allows any statio n th a t either hears a control packet or senses a busy carrier to
avoid a collision by deferring its own transmissions while th e ongoing d a ta transm ission is
6
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in progress (as shown in Figure 1.2). T he top p a rt of th e figure shows four wireless nodes
th a t have a transm ission range shown by the dashed ellipses. A is the sender, B is th e
receiver, C is the exposed station (within range of sender, b u t not receiver), and D is the
hidden station (within range of receiver, but not sender). Note th a t for a successful A-B
transm ission, D m ust not transm it to avoid corrupting th e d a ta packet being received by
B, an d C m ust not transm it to avoid colliding w ith the ACK th a t will be received at A.
W hen A wants to send a d a ta packet to B, it senses the channel to see if it is free. T hen
A sends an RTS to B. If C hears the RTS, it defers until A can hear B ’s CTS. If B is
free to receive, it sends back a CTS to A. W hen D hears th e CTS, it defers transm ission
until A finishes sending d a ta to B. W hen C hears a busy carrier, it defers transm ission.
A fter B receives the d a ta packet correctly, it sends back an ACK to A. This is th e ideal
operation of the protocol.

F ig u r e 1.2 General protocol operation for multiple access w ith collision avoidance
W hile acquiring the floor to enable collision avoidance from hidden and exposed sta
tions is certainly a fundam ental requirement for the efficient operation of wireless m edium
access, this m ethod precludes multiple concurrent transmissions over the region of the
7
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Figure 1.3 C apacity enhancements observed, with transmission power control

acquired floor. To optim ize spatial channel reuse in a shared wireless channel network,
a p air of c o m m u n icating; nodes must only acquire the m inim um area of the floor th at
is needed for it to successfully complete a d a ta transmission. An exam ple is illustrated
in Figure 1.3, where we observe th a t with the contem porary MAC protocols, the trans
m ission from A to B would prevent C from sending to D since it is w ithin range of B.
However, if A reduced its transmission power level to be just enough to reach B, and
likewise if C would send w ith ju st enough power to reach D, both transmissions would
h ap p en simultaneously. Such a power-controlled MAC could therefore provide extensive
increases in capacity. These benefits are dem onstrated with both theoretical studies [10]
an d simulations shown in [5] and C hapter 4. Further, MAC protocols are presented in
[3, 4, 11] and C hapter 3, where considerable gains in throughput are shown (and corre
spondingly in C hapter 4). Such a protocol would allow for a tighter packing of source
destination pairs within a network environment, thereby improving th e spectral reuse.
T he above scenarios m otivate power control between a given sender and receiver
in th e ad hoc network (a source-destination pair th a t is within transm ission range).
However, in addition to controlling the transm ission power such th a t it is just enough
to reach the intended destination, it is also of interest to investigate the capacity of
8
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networks where interm ediate hops are utilized between source and destination (multihop
wireless networks). As discussed in th e next section, adding hops between the source and
destination will considerably reduce the total power consumption. Therefore, it is also
desirable to look a t th e potential benefit or cost of employing m ultiple hops in terms of
throughput.

1.1.2

Energy co n su m p tio n

The mobile b attery lifetim e is becoming an increasingly im portant issue to manufac
turers and consumers, as mobile devices are being used more frequently in our everyday
lives. The power amplifier, as compared to o th er mobile device components, consumes
a significant portion of th e device power. The power consumed by th e power amplifier
is directly proportional to th e strength (power) of the transm itted signal. Therefore,
it is becoming of great interest to control th e transm ission power level such th at the
lifetime of mobile term inals is maximized. As a n example, consider Figure 1.4, which
shows a schematic of th e W LA N network interface card components and their typical
power levels. Notice th a t th e power amplifier m ay take more than three tim es the power
of any other individual com ponent and consume alm ost half the to ta l energy consumed
by th e network interface card. This ratio is expected to continue to increase for fu
ture WLAN interfaces cards, as th e processing com ponents become m ore power efficient.
Furthermore, there will be dedicated devices such as wireless sensors, where the RF (ra
dio frequency) o u tp u t power amplification process takes the largest share of the overall
power budget. Therefore, there is a significant energy saving potential in controlling the
RF o u tput power. Figure 1.5 indicates how controlling the RF output power influences
the instantaneous overall power consumption of th e Aironet PC4800 PCM CIA WLAN
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F ig u r e 1.4 Power distribution of a WLAN network interface card
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F ig u r e 1.5 Overall power consumption of an Aironet PC4800 PCMCIA interface for
different RF output power levels and t r ansmission rates

interface. This d a ta was gathered by measuring (with th e assistance of a volt meter)
the am ount of power consumed by the WLAN interface card as the transm ission power
level is adjusted (in software).1

It can be concluded from Figure 1.5 th a t the change

in th e transm ission power level contributes the most to the change in the instantaneous
power consumption. The higher the RF output power, th e higher the power consumption
of th e W LAN interface. In fact, an increase in the R F o utput power level leads to an
overproportional increase in the overall WLAN interface power consumption. O ur results
show th a t the increase from 1 to 30 m W in RF output power leads to increase of about
20% in the overall power consumption. However, as sta te d above, future devices will
greatly reduce the power consumed by the processing components in the network card
1This data was provided by Jean-Pierre Ebert of the Technical University of Berlin.
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(those other than the power amplifier in Figure 1.4), such th a t the power consumed by
the power amplifier is several times greater th a n th a t of all oth er components combined.
Therefore, increasing th e R F output power can in the future can cause a multiplicative
increase in overall power consumption. Furtherm ore, the graph reveals th a t a change of
the coding scheme (transm ission rate) has an almost negligible effect on the power con
sum ption. Therefore, while the the coding scheme is directly related to the throughput,
it has little effect on the energy savings. Power control, on th e other hand, has a direct
effect on both the throughput and energy savings, and is therefore an issue th at deserves
careful consideration.
To obtain a b e tter idea of the degree of reduction in transm ission power (and therefore
energy savings) th a t power control can provide, we must look a t the basic path loss model
since this dictates th e relationship between th e transm ission range and the required
transmission power. T he p a th loss typically causes the signal to attenuate with distance
on th e order of l / d a [12], where d represents distance between transm itter and receiver,
and a , the path loss factor, is typically between 2 and 6. As a result, modest differences in
transmission ranges will result in significant differences in required transmission power to
m aintain the same signal quality (power level a t the receiver). It can then be concluded
th a t either minimizing th e power to th at need to reach the destination or utilizing multiple
intermediate hops will produce significant savings in power consum ption by the power
amplifier (as much as several orders of m agnitude).
Achieving the desired power savings m ay require th a t a source use one or more inter
m ediate hops to reach its destination. As shown above, since th e power needed to reach
a destination increases considerably more th a n linearly w ith th e distance, the benefits of
using multiple hops greatly overcomes th e cost of addition transmissions with respect to
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power consumption. The choice of the appropriate power level to save as much energy as
possible is a challenging task, which depends on numerous factors. A few of these factors
include: the mobile node density (number of nodes per unit area), network traffic load,
the topology and distribution of mobile nodes, and available mobile node resources (bat
tery life and link bandw idth). These factors along w ith others will be further explored
in Section 6.1.

1.2

Problem D efinition and P roposed Solution

In this section, the complexities associated w ith implementing power control in ad
hoc wireless networks are evaluated. The basic requirements for implementing power
control in a shared channel scenario are outlined. Then based on these requirements,
we show how the mechanisms associated with th e current MAC protocols prevent them
from exploiting the advantages of power control. Finally, our proposed approach to the
problem is presented th a t specifies (1) how to provide collision avoidance information
w ithout causing collisions, (2) how to convey collision avoidance inform ation in a short
enough tim e for it to be relevant, and (3) how nodes should determ ine the amount of
power needed to reach their intended destination.
For a non-power-controlled MAC to best use th e network resources in a single shared
d a ta channel scenario, it m ust provide a mechanism for avoiding collisions among mobile
nodes com peting for the channel. A power-controlled MAC adds to the complexity of
this mechanism by also requiring th a t nodes send w ith only enough power to reach their
intended destination. We will see later how this new requirement adds considerably to the
complexity and renders the current MAC framework insufficient. O ur goal is to change
the “on/off fixed power” transm ission model of th e existing protocols to a more flexible
12
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“bounded and variable power controlled” tr a n sm issio n model, thereby changing the fixed
floor acquisition m odel to an adaptive floor acquisition m odel for collision avoidance.
Therefore, we are able to achieve power controlled m ultiple access by adhering to two
key principles:
1. The cooperation principle dictates th a t no station th a t commences a new transm is
sion can tran sm it loud enough to disrupt ongoing transmissions.
2. The power conserving principle dictates th a t each station m ust transm it at the
m in im u m

power level required to be successfully heard by its intended receiver

under current network conditions (i.e., c h a n n el gain between source-destination
pair and noise power observed at th e destination).
Enforcing these two principles achieves efficient power-controlled m ultiple access within
the framework of collision avoidance protocols. However, achieving this goal requires th at
two mechanisms be defined th a t provide a way for nodes to satisfy these two basic prin
ciples:
1. One m echanism th a t allows new transm itters (those th a t wish to sta rt transm itting
after th e receiver starts receiving) to know the maximum power level they can
transm it a t w ithout interfering w ith their incoming packet.
2. A nother th a t allows a new transm itter to determine the power level needed to reach
the intended destination.
When using a power-controlled MAC, Mechanism 1 provides transm itters w ith a
means of calculating th eir upper power bound, associated w ith the cooperation principle,
and Mechanism 2 provides transm itters w ith a means of calculating their lower power
bound, associated w ith the power conserving principle.
13
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For traditional non-power-controlled MAC protocols, such as 802.11, Mechanism 1 is
implemented by carrier sensing transmissions and control packets th a t notify nodes in
the sender and receiver neighborhood of the d a ta transm ission so they can delay send
ing packets th a t may cause a collision. This is sufficient when the interference range is
the same size as the floor acquired by the source-destination pair (i.e., fixed transm is
sion powers are used). However, the basic idea behind power control, as Mechanism 2
dictates, is th at nodes acquire different size floors. This means the source-destination
pairs operating in this power-controlled environment m ust restrict not only th e d a ta
transmission power but also the corresponding source request (RTS) and destinations
response (CTS). Otherwise, the source-destination pair will effectively be reserving a
larger area than required for d ata transmission. T hus, the framework defined by current
MAC protocols cannot be applied to power-controlled environments since some nodes’
interference ranges are larger th an oth er nodes’ transm ission ranges. This scenario is
dem onstrated in Figure 1.6, where a shorter range source-destination pair, A to B, have
a transmission in progress when a longer range source-destination pair, C to D, wishes
to initiate a transmission. Node C will not be able to hear the transmission or interpret
the initial source-destination reservations (R T S/C TS). Hence, a new collision avoidance
mechanism must be developed for the power control environment so th at longer range
source-destination pairs can avoid colliding with shorter ones.
Collisions occurs as a result of other tr a n sm it t e r s sending w ith enough power th a t
a receiver observes more noise power th an can be tolerated, based on the strength of
the desired signal. Therefore, by comparing the current desired signal power to the to ta l
power observed from other sources, a receiver can calculate the am ount of additional noise
from interfering stations th a t can be tolerated. T hen transm itters can only know how to
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Figure 1.6 Collision avoidance issues in a power-controlled environment

upper bound their tr a n s m is sio n power if th e receivers notify them of the amount they can
tolerate (assuming the gain information can be calculated from th e received signal power
of this notification and combined w ith the noise tolerance to calculated the upper power).
For a receiver to avoid a collision it m ust send a noise tolerance notification message to
all tr a n s m itte r s whose maximum power level can cause a collision w ith the incoming
d a ta packet. However, th e tr a n sm ission power required to send this notification to all
the nodes th a t can cause a collision can itself cause a collision at another receiver. This
in fact presents conflicting requirements for a single shared d a ta channel configuration:
receivers must transm it collision avoidance notifications with enough power to reach
all nodes th a t could potentially cause a collision and no transm ission can be sent with
enough power to cause a collision at a receiver. A n example of a situation of where these
requirements can in fact be conflicting is shown in Figure 1.7. Here, A is sending to B, and
shortly after C starts sending to D. In this case, D, the receiver, m ust then notify all other
potential transm itters th a t can possible cause a corruption, like E th a t may later wish
to send to F, how to avoid a collision. A lthough the power needed to send the collision
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avoidance inform ation to E may cause a collision with an ongoing receiver B. Therefore,
a separate channel is required for receivers to notify oth er potential tran sm itters of their
noise tolerance to avoid causing a collision with other receivers.

F ig u re 1.7 Collision avoidance notifications causing collisions in power-controlled net
works

Now th a t it has been dem onstrated th a t implementing Mechanism

1

in a shared access

power-controlled environment requires a new collision avoidance mechanism th a t operates
on a separate channel, we dem onstrate how this can be implemented. T h a t is, we address
th e issue of how collision avoidance (upper power bound) information can be conveyed
by receivers to potential transm itters. One approach would be to send broadcast packets
on the second channel th a t specifies a node’s noise tolerance. This packet would then
allow the transm itters to determine th e gain to the receiver, providing a way for each
to calculate their upper power bound. Although, this m eans th at nodes m ust contend
to send their broadcast packets on th e second channel. However, for a dense network
w ith high load (the type of network for which power control is intended to provide the
greatest capacity improvement) th e contention delay on this channel m ay be significant,
16
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preventing receivers from notifying other transm itters in tim e for them to avoid sending
a t a power level th a t causes a collision. This problem is further compounded by the fact
th a t receivers m ay have to send th eir noise tolerance several times during the packet
reception as the noise tolerance changes due to background transm itters starting and
stopping. Therefore, for the PC M A protocol we suggest a new m ethod for conveying
th e noise tolerance information on th is separate, collision avoidance, c h a n n el: instead of
sending in the form of a conventional packet, we propose th a t it be encoded in the form
of a power signal. This power signal would be sent at a power level inversely proportional
to the noise tolerance of the receiver. T he basic idea is th a t as a receiver can tolerate less
noise power from other transm itters it “yells” louder on the collision avoidance channel,
and as it can tolerate more background noise power it “yells” less loud. T h en the louder a
potential transm itter “hears” this power signal, the more it m ust restrict its transmission
power on the d a ta channel. Section 3.2 shows th a t when the transm itter measures this
power level (which is attenuated by the channel gain) it can simply invert the measured
value to bound its power such th a t no more power is inserted into the channel th an the
corresponding receiver can tolerate. These power signals can be sent in short tone bursts
th a t are referred to as busy tone pulses. The channel th a t the busy tone pulses are sent
on is then called the busy tone channel and the channel th a t the d ata and control packets
are sent on is called the data channel The layout of th e d ata and busy tone channels
is discussed in Section 2.2. The w idth of the pulses will be short enough th a t there
is a small probability of m ultiple pulses interfering w ith one another a t a transm itter
such th a t the combined power level is changed considerably, resulting in an inaccurate
upper power bound calculation. This result occurs only if the busy tone power received
from the receiver most sensitive to this transm itters signal (based on th e channel gain)
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is affected. The pulses axe also long enough for there power to be accurately m easured
by neighboring nodes (on the order of a few bits). T his issue of busy tone pulse w idth
and interference of busy tone pulses will be addressed further in Section 3.2.
Mechanism 2 can easily be implemented through a simple handshake between sender
and receiver.

For example a source would send a request over some m axim um area

since it does not initially know the power needed to reach the intended receiver. The
receiver then knows the channel gain (or the equivalently needed transm ission power)
from a power measurement m ade while receiving th e source’s request and sends back a
response at the power needed to reach the destination, which informs the source of the
m in im u m

power level required for a successful transm ission. In order for Mechanism 2

to be employed in a nonintrusive m anner (without causing a collision with oth er ongoing
tr a n s m issio n s)

on the same channel as the data, Mechanism 1 must first calculate the

upper power bound. The upper power bound would th en allow the transm ission power
of th e initial request to be lim ited such th at it avoids collisions with other transmissions.
Note there axe some addition issues associated w ith sending the initial request over a
range smaller than the maximum th a t are discussed in Section 8.1.1.
In summary, the fundam ental change th a t we make in the existing approach is the
following: unlike current protocols th a t use the reception of control packets as an on-off
trigger for transm ission/deferral by hidden and exposed stations, our approach is to use
the signal strength of a received control message to hound the transmission power of these
stations.

18
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1.3

C ontributions

The key contribution of th is work are in three areas: integrating power control into
a MAC for a d hoc networks to define the PCM A protocol, dem onstrating how a powercontrolled MAC (namely, PC M A ) framework can be expanded to provide significant
benefits in energy savings, and shaping traffic through hop-by-hop ra te control for data
flows in ad hoc networks. These areas, and the key contributions m ade to them are
discussed below.
• We achieve transm ission power control while still preserving the collision avoidance
property of multiple access protocols. O ur proposed protocol, PCM A (power con
trol m ultiple access), dem onstrates improvements in aggregate channel utilization
by more th a n a factor of 2 compared to the IE E E 802.11 protocol standard. Fur
ther, it dem onstrates a reduction in latency and reduces the average transmission
power by more th an 50%, proving a significant savings in energy.
• It is shown th a t extending the power control framework to a multihop wireless
scenario can provide considerable energy savings. For various network topology
scenarios the energy savings and throughput trade-offs are dem onstrated. This
work provides a m etric for future researchers to evaluate the degree of energy sav
ings th a t can be achieved for their particular configuration, and determ ine if these
benefits justify the additional routing overhead, trade-offs in throughput, and added
im plem entation costs.
• Finally, a transport protocol study depicts the deficiencies of current transport
techniques’ abilities to regulate traffic in wireless ad hoc networks. In addition,
a protocol is outlined th a t regulates traffic a t individual hops of a m ultihop wire19
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less flow, providing th e potential for faster ad aptation to changes in th e network
conditions. The algorithm adapts to changes in contention, congestion, and rout
ing overhead (route recom putation) not only between individual source destination
pairs b u t also at individual hops, where changes will be observed first.
These contributions along w ith others will be discussed in the chapters th a t follow.
The next section provides a n overview of the structure of this thesis a n d highlights the
contributions of each chapter.

1.4

T h esis Structure

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. C hapter 2 discusses th e channel char
acteristics a n d power constraints th a t must be considered when im plem enting a power
controlled wireless MAC protocol. Chapter 3 highlights the supporting mechanisms of
the PCMA protocol (e.g., control packets and th e fields relevant to th e protocol) and
presents th e algorithm . In C hapter 4, PCMA is com pared to IEEE 802.11 and an ideal
power controlled protocol using an implementation in the ns2 wireless netw ork simulator.
Extensions to th e PCMA protocol are proposed in C hapter 5 th a t increase the spectral
reuse of th e original protocol, improve the fairness, an d decrease the average transm is
sion power, thereby extending b attery life. C hapter 5.4 demonstrates th e potential for
significant energy saving by utilizing interm ediate hops between source-destination pairs.
C hapter 6.3 outlines the deficiencies and lim itations of end-to-end flow control protocols
such as T C P and shows the benefits of integrating hop-by-hop rate control into an ad hoc
wireless network. The im plem entation issues of th e m ethods defined in this thesis are
investigated in C hapter 8 . R elated work is presented in Chapter 9. Finally, C hapter 10
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summarizes the key results and issues present in this thesis and suggests how th ey may
be applied to future wireless packet d ata networks.

21
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CHAPTER 2
TH E N E T W O R K A N D C H A N N EL M ODELS
The network and channel models define how nodes share a medium, w hat effects the
medium has on th e signals sent from mobile term inals, and the basic netw ork topology.
As in IEEE 802.11 and other multiple access protocols [6 , 7, 8 , 9, 13], we assume a shared
channel model in which simultaneous transmissions in the neighborhood of the receiver
will result in a collision a t the receiver. In the spread spectrum physical layer environ
ment, which is used by most WLAN cards today, this (shared channel access) model
corresponds to a group of nodes accessing th e m edium with the same frequency hopping
pattern in the frequency hopping spread spectrum technique, or the same pseudo-random
sequence num ber in the direct sequence spread spectrum implementation. Section

2 .1

demonstrates how signals sent from the transm itters are affected by the wireless medium.
At the MAC layer, we do not assume a cellular model, and we do not constrain desig
nated “base stations” to be senders or receivers of data. That is, we assum e an ad hoc
topology, where nodes have access to sim ilar resources, and have sim ilar functionality
(see the network configuration presented in C hapter 1).
In the rest of this chapter, the channel propagation model is described as well as
the effect it has on th e protocols basic operating assumptions. T hen we present the
transmission power constraints required to satisfy the network model such th a t the basic
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operating principles known as the power conserving principle and th e cooperative principle
are not violated.

2.1

C hannel P ropagation M odels

We now describe the channel propagation m odel th a t is applied to the typical wireless
channel. While our focus is on the MAC layer rath er th an the physical layer, we have
taken into account th e channel propagation characteristics a t a sufficient level of detail
th a t the power-controlled MAC should w ork reasonably well in practice.
The amount of spatial reuse and tr a n s m is s io n power required for a node to send a valid
signal to its destination will depend on th e gain between each source and destination,
which models the attenuation of the transm itter power over distance. We define two p a th
loss field regions:
• the region inside the Fresnel zone [1 2 ], where the gain drops proportional to th e
distance squared will be referred to as simply as the l / d 2 field, and
• the region outside of the Fresnel zone where the gain is proportional to the distance
to the fourth power and refer to it as th e

1 /d 4

field.

The distance w here the mobile changes from the 1/d 2 field to th e 1/d 4 field is called
the cross-over distance. These basic channel effects, along with shadowing and m ultipath,
axe discussed further in Appendix A. A m ore detailed discussion of these various effects
and different channel models can be found in [12, 14, 15]. T he result of these channel
effects on the perform ance of the c o m m u n ic a tio n s protocol are outlined in Section

2 .2

.

In the protocol design, the actual gain, G ij, from source i to destination j is calculated
from the specified transmission power (advertised in the packet) and power m easured in
23
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the received signal, measured during th e initial handshake preceding the d ata packet.
This is then used to determine the power needed to send a successful packet to the in
tended receiver. We th en overcompensate (transm it at a power level th a t is more th a n
needed to receive a valid packet under th e current network and channel conditions) to ac
count for the distortions introduced from th e channel such as fast fading and interference
from other transm issions in the background.

2.2

P ro to co l A ssum ption s

Let us now investigate the channel assum ptions of the PCM A protocol, and see how
they hold for th e channel propagation m odel above. In PCM A, we assume the following:
1.

The average channel gain is stationary fo r the duration o f any complete trans
mission between a source and destination (for the entire control plus data packet
sequence). PCM A calculates the transm ission power level needed to send a success
ful packet to a destination through th e initial handshake and uses th a t power level
to send all packets between source and destination. Also, the protocol does not
adjust th e power throughout th e transm ission since the needed feedback for such
an operation would require a significant amount of bandw idth, and in a shared
channel setting without a centralized access point to m anage the transmission, th e
feedback could not be guaranteed to reach the transm itter. Therefore, the channel
must be stationary so th at the initial power level is sufficient for the duration of th e
packet transmission. As a result, th e power received will not decrease dram atically
and the noise power introduced by other transm itters will not increase significantly.

24
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2. Channel reciprocity holds so that the gain between two nodes is approximately the
sam e in both directions. T he inform ation needed for senders to avoid collisions with
other receivers is sent from the receiver in the form of the power signal th a t notifies
other receivers of an acceptable upper bound transmission power. However, the
receiver must then be able to assume th a t the channel attenuation, or gain, of the
potential interfering tran sm itte r’s signal th a t arrives at the receiver is similar to
th a t experienced by th e receiver’s collision avoidance power signal th a t arrives at
the transm itter to properly avoid collisions (see Section 3.2 for detailed explanation
of th e protocol and its collision avoidance mechanisms).
3. The data and busy tone channels observe sim ilar gains. It was shown in Section 1.2
th a t for a power-controlled MAC to avoid collisions on a shared d a ta channel and
take full advantage of spectral reuse, a separate channel is needed for receivers to
advertise their tolerance to a new tran sm itter’s signal power. As described in the
previous assumption, th e power signal th a t advertises a receiver’s noise tolerance
to oth er transm itters m ust experience similar channel gains to the the received
interference on the d a ta channel. This means th a t the data and busy tone channels
m ust have similar gains or fade similarly such th a t a constant calibration factor
can be incorporated to make up for any differences.
While all these assumptions will be violated to a certain extent in most environments,
to w hat degree they hold will depend on the system engineering and design of the com
m unications system. Therefore, in the rem ainder of this section we investigate some of
these design issues and lim itations.
There are three basic channel effects [12]: path loss, which is directly related to the
separation between source and destination; shadowing, which accounts for objects be25
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tween th e source and destination attenuating the signal; an d multipath, which accounts
for th e effects of multiple paths (between tr an sm it te r an d receiver) through line-of-sight
and reflecting of objects combining a t the receiver. The paths and their distances are the
same in b o th directions (i.e., source to destination and destination to source), and the
objects impeding the paths are th e same in both directions. However, the way th e paths
refract off objects and combine a t th e source and destination receivers may differ depend
ing on the extent of the m u ltip ath effects (delay spread). Also, only m ultipath effects
are generally considered frequency dependent and vary differently over tim e for different
frequency channels. Therefore, only m ultipath alters th e validity of these assum ptions.
As long as the m ultipath effects can be m itigated by th e physical layer techniques such
as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [16, 17, 18], Rake receivers [19],
channel coding [20], and overcom pensation at the MAC layer, these assumptions hold.
T he first assumption guarantees th a t the cha n n e l gain measured from sending the
initial request (control packet) is still valid for the d uration of the data packet and the
ACK th a t follows. P ath loss a n d shadowing will have little effect since the distance
a node moves in the duration o f a control and d a ta transm ission (on the order of a
few milliseconds) is small. W ith m ultipath effects th e gain will not be stationary for
the d u ration of a packet. However, the short term average gain (on the order of a few
b its’ transm ission periods) m easured for the RTS (or equivalent source request packet) is
also valid in the d ata and ACK packets th a t follow since the short-term average gain is
prim arily a factor of path loss an d shadowing effects (slow fading). Even in th e cellular
environm ent the power adjustm ents are not quick enough to keep up with the fast faffing
(m ultipath effects). Therefore, fast fading degradations m ust be overcome by physical
layer techniques or be tolerated a t the MAC layer w ith additional overcompensation
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in transm ission power. T his argum ent can also be applied to th e channel reciprocity
assum ption and the assum ption th a t the d a ta channel and busy tone have similar gains
since, as stated earlier, only the m ultipath effects are different from one direction to the
other. However, the th ird assum ption presents some additional complexities that are
discussed along in Section 8.2.
In Section 3, we give a detailed description of the protocol un d er these assumptions,
bu t later (in Section 4.5) we show th a t these assumptions can be violated to a certain
degree w ith only m odest degradations in perform ance . 1 Further, we show th a t overcom
pensation in transm ission power can help to alleviate the problem s to a considerable
extent. In fact, adaptive overcom pensation techniques can effectively address the fast
fading effects th a t the physical layer does not overcome. However, a detailed investi
gation of how these effects propagate up to the MAC layer to determ ine the amount
of overcompensation needed for different environments is beyond th e scope of this work
since it depends on the p articular physical layer implementation. Nevertheless, to show
how PC M A would interface w ith a generic physical layer, C hapter

8

presents a schematic

and discusses some additional im plem entation issues.

2.3

Power C onstrain ts

Let P tJsdax and P t- M in denote the maxim um and minimum transm ission powers for
a tra n sm itte r on the d a ta channel, respectively. Let R X J T h re sh an d C S JT h resh denote
the m in im u m received signal power for accepting a packet reception and for sensing a
1In fact, any protocol that makes the comm utativity assumption (i.e., the fact that A can hear B
implies B can hear A) has the sam e problem since fast fading can cause this assumption to be violated.
We show through simulations in Chapter 4 that both PCM A and 802.11 are susceptible to this problem.
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carrier, respectively. Let S IR J T h re s h denote the “capture threshold,” i.e. th e m inimum
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for which the receiver can successfully receive a packet.
Given the tran sm itte r and receiver power param eters and the channel propagation
characteristics, a tran sm itte r i m ust transm it a packet to a receiver j at th e minimum
transmission power PU th a t satisfies the following power constraints:
1. The t r ansmission power of i must be within its param eter range P t-M in < PU <
P t-M ax.
2

. The received power a t j must at least be equal to the minimum received power
threshold GijPU > R X J T h resh .

3. The observed SIR for the transmission at j m ust a t least be equal to th e minimum
SIR threshold S I R j =

> S IR J T h re sh , where Prij is the to ta l noise that

node j observes on the d a ta channel and is defined as Prij =

G ijP ti + N j. The

term N j is th e power of th e therm al noise (the power observed at a receiver when
no nodes are transm itting) observed a t node j .
4. Let Ek be th e “noise tolerance” of any receiver k th a t is receiving an ongoing
transmission in the neighborhood of i. Ek is thus the additional noise power th a t k
(currently receiving d a ta from some other node) a t power Pr*. can tolerate before
its SIR drops below its S IR J T h re s h , and is defined as Ek = sfRJThresh ~ P n kSince the transm ission power of i should not disrupt any ongoing transmission,
Pt; < m in fc{^ -} = PtJboundiIf the above four constraints can be met, then i can successfully transm it to j without
disrupting any ongoing transmissions. The critical issues are therefore (a) handshaking
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between a transm itter-receiver pair to determine th e m in im um transm ission power th at
satisfies Constraints

2

and 3 (i.e., the power conserving principle), and (b) for every

receiver to advertise its noise tolerance so th a t no potential tran sm itter will disrupt its
ongoing reception applying Constraint 4 (i.e., the cooperative principle). These problems
are addressed in the PC M A protocol section.
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CHAPTER 3
T H E P C M A PR O TO C O L
The goal of PC M A is to achieve power control w ithin the framework of CSM A/CA
based multiple access protocols. In these protocols, there axe two m ain components:
collision avoidance and collision resolution. Collision avoidance takes place by means
of a combination of carrier sensing by the tra n sm itte r and deferral o f transmissions by
hidden and exposed stations when they hear R T S/C T S packets. Collision resolution
takes place by m eans of a backoff-based algorithm . In this section, a n overview of the
protocol is first given and then the protocol steps are described.

3.1

P C M A P ro to co l O verview

In PCMA, collision avoidance is generalized to power control. Conventional collision
avoidance m ethods had an “on/off model,” w herein a node can either transm it (if it is
not deferring and does not sense a busy carrier) or not. However, in Section 2.3 we
determined th a t a node can transm it to its intended receiver as long as it satisfies four
constraints. Thus, th e on/off model is generalized to a “bounded-power model.” In order
to achieve the bounded-power model, the power control component in PCM A has two
m ain mechanisms:
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• A request-power-to-send (RPTS)/acceptable-power-to-send (APTS) handshake be
tween th e d ata sender and receiver, which is used to determine the m in im u m trans
mission power th at will result in a successful packet reception at the receiver. The
R P T S /A P T S handshake occurs in the data channel and precedes the d a ta trans
mission. After the successful reception of the data, the receiver sends back an ACK
packet confirming its reception.
• T he noise tolerance advertisem ent is used by each active receiver to advertise the
m axim um additional noise power it can tolerate, given its current received signal
and noise power levels. T he noise tolerance advertisem ent or busy tone is periodi
cally pulsed by each receiver in the busy tone channel, where the signal strength of
the pulse indicates the tolerance to additional noise. A potential transm itter first
“senses the carrier” by listening to the busy tone for a minimum tim e period to
detect th e upper bound of its transm it power for all control (RPTS, APTS, ACK)
and d a ta packets.
The packet handshake sequence on the d ata channel is RPTS-APTS-DATA-ACK and
on th e busy tone channel busy tone pulses are periodically sent while the d a ta is received
to protect th e d a ta packet. This sequence of events is dem onstrated in Figure 3.1. Here
we note th a t there is an issue in how to properly protect the ACK from collision since
the noise power observed a t the source cannot be u pdated during the d ata transmission.
However, this is a fundamental problem associated w ith all power control m ethods since
carrier sensing while transm itting is extremely expensive. This issue is discussed further
in Section 8.1.2.
The collision avoidance is provided by the busy tone pulses sent from the receiver.
As stated in Section 1 .2 , the busy tone pulses are sent a t a power level th a t is inversely
31
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F ig u re 3.1 PCM A protocol steps
proportional to the additional noise th a t a particular receiver can tolerates before its
SIR level drops below the threshold level S IR -th re sh , and its packet is corrupted. How
the busy tone pulses are employed to provide collision avoidance is dem onstrated in
Figure 3.2. For this example, a receiver B th a t is currently receiving a packet sent from
A broadcasts the busy tone pulse on the busy tone channel a t a power level 1 / E q (one
over th e noise tolerance of B). This pulse would then be atten u ated as it was sent over the
channel such th a t a node C would hear it at G bc / E b - A fter C observes the power of the
received busy tone pulse, it can then be inverted such th a t C can upper bound any future
transm ission power by E b /G b c , and therefore avoid a collision with B. The bound for D
can be com puted in a similar manner. Also the nodes would hear many receivers sending
busy tone pulses and each node would bound their power level in accordance w ith th at
calculated from the busy tone pulse received with greatest transmission power. Note the
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greatest power busy tone pulse observed would result in the lowest upper bound power
for a p otential transm itter and th e n be the upper power bound to avoid collisions with
all nodes currently receiving.

BC

BC

BD
BD

BD

F ig u r e 3.2 Using busy tone pulses for collision avoidance
T he last m ajor component in PC M A is collision resolution, which is backoff-based.
W hile a simple backoff algorithm sim ilar to 802.11 was implemented to facilitate a oneto-one comparison with 802.11 an d focus on power control, we can certainly use more
sophisticated collision resolution algorithm s as suggested in [7, 21].
To summarize, PCMA has one-to-one analogs of th e key components of standard
C SM A /C A protocols. At the sender, monitoring the busy tone is equivalent to sensing
the carrier. At the receiver, periodically pulsing the busy tone is equivalent to sending
a CTS for collision avoidance.

T he R P T S /A PT S handshake th a t precedes the d a ta

transm ission is sim ilar to the R T S /C T S handshake, except th a t its purpose is not to
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force hidden senders to backoff. Thus, PCMA has th e potential to improve efficiency of
channel access without changing th e fundam ental MAC paradigm.

3.2

P C M A P r o to c o l Steps

Here, we present th e detailed PCMA protocol steps th at correspond to the situation
shown in Figure 3.1, where some source node i is sending to a destination node j and
a potential interfering tra n sm itte r I wishes to transm it. The steps also reference the
PCM A pseudo code algorithm shown at the end of this chapter in Figures 3.3, 3.4, 3.5
th a t represent the idle, transm itting, and receiving phases of PCM A, respectively.

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

Start IDLE:
do{
Sense BT channel for max BT interarrival time
Set Pr_BT to max BT power observed while sensing
}while(no Data Generated and no RPTS Received)
if(Data Generated) {
Goto TX State
}
else{
Goto RX State
}
F ig u re 3.3 Pseudo code for the idle phase of the PCM A algorithm
There are three types of variables used in th e PCMA algorithm: fixed variables or

those th a t store values determ ined from off-line calculations, variables th a t store mea
sured values (primarily from th e receiver), and variables for storing th e result of calcula
tions m ade from m easured and fixed variables. T he variables in each of these categories
th a t axe referenced in th e below protocol steps and th e pseudo code axe listed below.
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12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Start TX:
while(7 C /P rJ3T < P t-M in){
Sense BT Channel while backing off
Set PrJBT to max BT power observed
}
b a ckoff = rand(l, M axJbackoff) * aSlotJTime
Sense BT channel for max BT interarrival time
Set Pr_BT to max BT power observed
PtJbound = min {C /P r-B T , P t-M ax}
i£(yPtJbound < Pt-Miri) {
Goto START
}
P t = 7 PtJbound
P n S = getjnoisejpowerQ
Send RPTS( SenderlD, ReceiverlD, Packet_len, Pt, Pn_S) on Data Channel at Pt
Wait for APTS on Data Channel
if(Time-out waiting for APTS) {
M axJbackoff = j3 • M axjbackoff
Goto START
}
P t = extract-Ptjdesired{ APTS)
if(Pi > PtJbound){
Goto START
}
Send data at Pt on Data Channel
Wait for ACK on Data Channel
if (Time-out waiting for ACK){
M axjbackoff = /3 • MaxJbackof f
Goto START
}
else{
MaxJbackof f = MaxJbackof f —a
}
Goto IDLE State

Figure 3.4 Pseudo code for the transm itting phase of the PC M A algorithm
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46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Start RX:
P r = getsignaljpower ()
P t = extracb.Pt{RPTS)
G = P r /P t
Pn-D = get.noise-power{)
Pt-desired. = m ax{RX-D esired/G , SIR -D esired • Pn—D /G }
P n S — extract_no?se_potwer(RPTS)
P t = max{ R X -D esired/ G, SIR-D esired ■P n S / G, P t-M in}
PtJbound = m in{C/Pr_ST, P t-M ax}
if(PtJbound < P t){
Goto IDLE State
}
Send APTS (Receiver ID , Packet Jen, Pt-desired) on Data Channel at Pt
while(Data incoming) {
E = max{P r/S IR JT h resh - P n , { P t- M a x /P t S T S I ax) ■C SJThresh)}
P t-B T = C /E
Send a busy tone pulse at Pt_BT on BT Channel
Wait a busy tone cycle
}
PtJbound — min{C/P rJBT, Pt-M ax}
i£(PtJbound < P t){
Goto IDLE State

68

}

69 Send ACK{ReceiverID) on Data Channel at P t
70 Goto IDLE State

F ig u re 3.5 Pseudo code for the receiving phase PC M A algorithm
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• Fixed Variables: C ,

7

, P t-M in , P t-M a x , P tS T J M a x , R X -D e sire d , S IR -D esired ,

M a x B T , aSlotJT im e, a , (3
• Measured Variables: P r, P rJ 3 T , Prt-D , P n S , P r S T
• Calculated Variables: P t, PtJbound, G, P n J T X , b a c k o ff, M a x J o a c k o ff, P t-B T ,
P t-desired, P a cket J e n
Note th a t unlike for the protocol steps th a t follow, the pseudo code does not use
the i, j , k, and I subscripts because this code is run locally on a particular node so it
would not make sense to use these subscripts to refer to the node itself or its destination.
Furthermore, it is not necessary to know th e source of the busy tone pulse to calculate
the power bound, PtJbound. T hat is, a node running the PCM A algorithm does not
directly take into account any node other th a n its own destination and the busy tone
pulses it observes (regardless of the node sending the pulses).
S te p 1: A node i in its IDLE state m onitors the busy tone channel to determine
its power bound PtJboundi by measuring th e maxim um power received on the busy tone
channel (Figure 3.3 lines 2-5) over a threshold tim e window. W hen i seeks to transm it a
data packet, it waits until

7

PtJboundi is greater th an P t-M in (Figure 3.4 lines 13-16),

and then backs off (line 18, where aSlotJT im e is some mini slot representing the time to
send a packet to the furthest possible node in the network) for a random interval bounded
by its backoff counter to allow for contention resolution. The term

7

is a constant (set

to 0.9 for simulation results) th a t keeps th e power level slightly below the threshold
{PtJbound). The node continues to sense th e busy tone dining its backoff. If at the end
of the backoff the transm ission power bound PtJbound is still greater th a n the minimum
transm it power P t-M in by a factor of 1/ 7 , th en i sends a R PTS control message at the
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transm ission power level P t =

7

PtJbound on th e DATA channel (Figure 3.4 lines 20-26).

The R P T S packet contains the transmission power level P t and source noise power P n S i
(obtained from the a ir interface) placed in th e packet.
S te p 2: W hen th e destination receives th e RPTS, it measures the received power
P r. T he channel gain Gij (or just G in the pseudo code) is com puted to be the received
signal power over th e transm itted power (advertised in the RPTS packet). The receiver
then requires the d a ta to be sent at
„
,
,R X - D e s S IR -D e s ■Pn-D,P ti-d es = max{— —------ , ---------------'-'tj

3-} ,

. .
(3.1)

ij

in order to satisfy b o th its received power threshold and its SIR threshold. Here the con
straints R X JD es > R X J T h r e s h and S IR -D e s > S IR JT h resh ensure the constraints
from Section 2.3 are enforced, and PnJD j is th e noise power m easured at the receiver.
The difference between the desired constraint levels (R X JD es and S IR -D e s ) and the
threshold levels (R X J T h r e s h and S IR J T h re sh ) will be referred to as the overcompensa
tion (or simply compensation as it is also referred to later). It is the am ount of additional
transm ission power desired above th a t actually needed to satisfy the receiver, providing
a buffer to the noise power of new transm itters. P ti-des is placed in an APTS control
packet so th a t the source can be notified of th e power level to send its d a ta packet (Fig
ure 3.5 lines 47-51). Assuming the same gain in b o th directions, th e transmission power
for th e APTS packet is computed:
rR X J D e s S IR -D e s ■P n S i ,
P tj = max{— ----- , -----------------LTij

},
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(3.2)

where the destination’s noise power is replaced with th a t of th e source (extracted from
the RPTS packet). If th is power is less th a n PtJbound calculated a t the receiver, th en
the APTS is sent at P tj on the DATA channel (Figure 3.5 lines 52-53).
S te p 3: W hen the source receives th e A PTS packet, it checks if the desired tran s
mission power is below its current power bound, and transm its the DATA packet w ith
P ti-des on the DATA channel if the bound is satisfied. If the source times out before
receiving the APTS, it multiplicatively increases its backoff bound and starts over (Fig
ure 3.4 lines 28-36).
S te p 4: The receiver starts sending busy tone pulses on th e busy tone channel after
starting to receive the d a ta packet. T he busy tone power P t-B T j sent from node j
depends on the noise tolerance E j (see definition in the previous section) and is calculated
as
P t-B T j = •£-.
Pj

(3.3)

The value of C = P t-M a x • C S -T h resh is such th a t a node a t a distance th a t would add
exactly Ej additional noise when transm itting at max power P t-M a x would receive th e
busy tone at exactly the C SJT hresh (Figure 3.5 lines 59-65). Note the busy tones only
have to be received a t th e detection threshold since their power only has to be measured,
and no data bits need be received. Also, since the busy tone’s power can be no greater
th an P t-B T -M a x , there is a minimum noise tolerance:

E jm in

=p

u rrM a x■

(3'4)

This limits the ability of the busy tone to bound distant stations when the receiver is
very sensitive to any sm all increase in noise. If there was not a minimum noise tolerance,
the busy tone power could potentially approach infinity and force nodes infinitely far
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away to not t r a n s m it a t all. Note if E jm in was plugged into E quation (3.3) the resulting
busy tone power would then be P tJ B T j = P t-B T -M a x , which conforms to the physical
limitations. T he resulting noise tolerance is then

Ei

= m axt

S IR -T h re sh ~

Pn<

'

( 3 ' 5)

S te p 5: W hen a node I receives th e busy tone at a power of P rJBTi = jjhGji it
calculates its transm ission power bound im posed by node j as
C
EP rJ x m n d j = 5-— =
EjGjl
Lrjl
rm

T hen node j can receive at m ost P r j =

E

'

q^ G j i,

(3.6)

from node I since we assume th a t

G i j = G j i , and P r L= E j . Since there m ay be busy tones received from multiple receivers,

th e transmission power bound a t a node is defined by the m ost sensitive receiver (receiver
th a t can tolerate th e least transm ission power from this node)
EPtJbound, = m in{m in{—
3

Gjl

P ta n a x } .

(3.7)

T he receivers periodically send busy tone pulses (as opposed to a solid tones) in order to
minimize the probability of destructive interference of busy tones (i.e., collisions). The
w idth of the pulse is based on the signal capture interval of th e receiver. Sending separate
pulses also allows receivers to periodically u pdate their noise tolerance advertisement to
avoid collisions w ith new transm itters. T he needed frequency of busy tone pulses is based
on the rate of change of background noise (traffic load) and is evaluated in Section 4.2,
where sending a busy tone after every 128 bytes of data is found to be a sufficient update
interval. The problem th a t may happen (particularly at high traffic loads) is th at multiple
40
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potential transm itters, upon hearing a receiver’s busy tone, m ay locally decide th a t it is
acceptable to tran sm it and commence transm ission simultaneously (within one period of
the busy tone advertisem ent), thereby cumulatively creating enough noise to d isrupt an
ongoing packet reception. This problem is similar to contention, except th a t failure of
contention resolution disrupts ongoing transmissions ra th e r th a n the contending packets
themselves. A simple solution to reduce such collisions is for a receiver to im m ediately
pulse a busy tone whenever it sees a change in its noise tolerance by a threshold level.
S te p

6

: W hen th e destination receives the entire d a ta packet without errors, it sends

an ACK a t th e power level needed to get back to th e source on the D ATA channel
(Figure 3.5 lines 64-69).
S te p 7: If th e source receives a valid ACK it resets the m ax backoff and retu rn s to
the IDLE state. Otherwise, it increases the m axim um backoff and starts over (Figure 3.4
lines 36-45).
interference
Pr = 10*_______

/ - * ..............................................
P h lD =-L 23.^ xIo“ "- -.Pn_S=3.906x10 l~

Pt_BT=2'5"Xi4L_. # Pt=3.906xlcTl
A
B
1100, 100) 1125. 100)
busy tone

— — "5"Pr_BT= 1 .0 2 4 x l0 l°
C
D
1225, 100) 1200, 100)

F ig u re 3 .6 PCMA protocol example

3.3

E xam ple o f P C M A

Following th e PC M A protocol outlined above, a simple example shown in Figure 3.6
is now presented. T he node locations are shown in parentheses, and the tran sm itted
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and received powers are labeled a t each node. For this example we make the following
assumptions: a two-ray ground reflection model with A = 1.0, a = 4, the crossover range
(distance after which the far field comes into play) is less th an 25 m (to simplify the
example), R X J T h r e s h = 5 - 10~ 10 W , R X -D e sire d = 10- 9 W, C SJT hresh = 10-11,
S IR J T h re sh = 10 dB, S IR -D e sire d = 12 dB, P t-M in = 0.25 • 10- 4 W, P t-M a x = 0.25
W,

7

= 0.9, and and the noise floor is 0 W. Further, assume th a t B is in the process of

sending data to A, and D has a packet to send to C. T he solid line shows the transm ission
in progress, th e dashed line the desired tr ansmission, the dotted lines the interference
(noise power) observed at the new source-destination pair from the ongoing transmission,
and the dash-dotted line the busy tone pulse observed by the new transm itter. The
protocol now follows below (in steps th a t do not directly correspond to the protocol
definition steps presented in detail above):
1. If D has d a ta to send to C, it first calculates its transm ission power bound P t-B o u n d =
0.0244 W w ith Equation (3.7). D then sets the transm ission power to be a factor

7

times the bound P t = 2.197 • 10~ 2 W (since we do not yet know how much power is
required to reach C) and gets its noise power measurement from the air interface,
P n S = 3.906 • 10~ 12 W. After verifying th a t P t is greater than Pt-M in, D sends
RPTS (.D , C, P t , P n S ) at Pt.
2

. After C receives the RPTS message, it gets a noise power measurement from the
air interface, PnJD = 1.235 • 10- u and calculates the desired transmission power
for D to send the data with E quation (3.1), P r.d e sire d = 3.906 • 10- 4 W, and the
necessary transmission power to send back to D w ith E quation (3.2), P t = 3.906 •
10- 4 W. Here we notice th a t Ptudesired = P t; this is because the noise at both
source and destination is small enough th a t b o th are constrained by RX-Desired.
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The destination (after checking P t is less th an the power bound it can transm it at)
then sends back to th e source an APTS (Z), P tjdesired) at P t
3. W hen D receives the A PTS packet, it verifies th at C ’s desired transmission power
is below th e power bound, P t-Bound, D then begins sending the data a t Pt-desired.
4. W hen C receives the d a ta packet, it checks th a t th e transmission power needed to
send to D is still below its transm ission bound and th e n sends an ACK back to D.
5. Once D receives the ACK th e transmission is complete.
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CHAPTER 4
P E R F O R M A N C E OF P C M A
In this section, performance of PC M A is investigated under various network and chan
nel conditions. The simulation environm ent in which PC M A , IE E E 802.11, and a generic
power-controlled protocol (referred to as simply GPC, which is defined below) are im
plemented is first described. T hen th e throughput, fairness, average transm ission power,
and robustness properties of PC M A are compared to IE E E 802.11 (the current MAC
standard for wireless packet networks). In addition, a generic power control protocol
(defined below) is used to evaluate how close PCMA’s perform ance models a power con
trol protocol w ith perfect knowledge of channel and environm ental conditions. It is also
used to show th a t some of th e lim itations of PCMA are inherent to all power-controlled
protocols employed in the single shared channel environm ent and not an a ttrib u te of a
particular PC M A mechanism.
GPC is provided with perfect (global) knowledge of th e fink gain between any two
nodes, the noise at any potential destination, and the up p er bound on a tran sm itte r’s
signal power needed to protect o th er receivers (maximum transm ission power th a t neigh
boring receivers can tolerate). T he protocol, like IE E E 802.11, follows the RTS-CTSDATA-ACK exchange. However, all messages are sent w ith only enough power needed
to reach th e destination, and like PC M A GPC backs off if th e destination requires more
power th a n a neighboring node can tolerate. It also sta rts w ith initial overcompensated
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transm ission power instead of making power adjustm ents through the transm ission since
in a m ultiple access environm ent the later is not practical due to contention delay. GPC is
a generalized power control protocol in th at it is given global knowledge to avoid defining
a specific m ethod (which will have some lim itations) to extract the upper power bound
and needed power to reach the destination. In this way, GPC dem onstrates the upper
bound on the performance of transmission power-controlled protocols for the multiple
access environment.
In th e remaining sections, we describe the sim ulation environment in which the results
were generated. The results sta rt by dem onstrating the throughput improvement for large
networks with multiple node neighborhoods and significant spectral reuse to exploit, and
smaller ones with a single node neighborhood and significantly less spectral reuse to
exploit. Some of the channel access fairness issues are then evaluated for PCMA and
power-controlled protocols in general. The reduction in average transm ission power is
shown th a t implies less energy consumption. T he final result dem onstrates the robustness
of the protocol by evaluating its performance in comparison with 802.11 as the basic
assumptions stated in Section 2.2 are violated to varying degrees. Finally, an overview
of the results are given.

4.1

Sim ulation Environm ent

To evaluate the perform ance of PCMA ns2 (a commonly used network simulator)
was used and both PC M A and GPC were integrated into the CMU (Carnegie Mellon
University) wireless extensions [22]. For these simulations the routing overhead was
removed (since the goal of this paper is to evaluate the performance of MAC protocols
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and not routing protocols) and the destinations where restricted to within one hop of
source nodes. L ater work will evaluate the perform ance for multihop wireless networks.

T a b le 4.1 Simulation param eter settings
Param eter Value
2 KB
2 Mbps
9 1 6 MHz
2 0 Bytes
1 4 Bytes
2 8 Bytes
1 8 Bytes

Param eter Type
Packet Size
D ata rate
C hannel carrier frequency
RTS
CTS, ACK
RPTS
APTS
M ax MAC retransmissions
SIR_Thresh
SIR-Des
CS_Thresh
RX_Thresh
RX_Des
Noise Floor
Pt-min
Pt_max
Pt

7

dB
10 dB
- 7 8 dBm
- 6 4 dBm
- 6 0 dBm
- 1 0 4 dBm
- 7 .5 dBm
2 8 .5 dBm
2 4 .5 dBm
6

The param eter values used in the simulation are shown in Table
and

GPC

can send a t a minimum power of

dBm, and

8 0 2 .1 1

and

are set to be

GPC

sends a t a fixed power of
4

and

GPC

2 4 .5

allowing for a

8 0 2 .1 1

4

Here

PCM A

dBm and a maximum power of

dBm. The

dB above the fixed power of

maximum transm ission range for
PCM A

- 7 .5

4 .1 .

m a x im u m

8 0 2 .1 1

power of

2 8 .5

PCM A

so th at a destination at

will also be a t maximum transmission range for

dB compensation in transmission power. This allows

the same scenario files (th a t determine the node connectivity) to be used for all three
protocols. These param eters are reasonable and correspond to realistic settings in the
hardware of a commercial wireless vendor. T he traffic model is simple: sources generate
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arrivals according to independent Poisson processes. The source node is picked randomly
from the set of all nodes, and the destination is picked randomly from the set of all
nodes one hop away (in tr a n s m is sio n range). Each d a ta transmission between source and
destination will be referred to as a flow, and each flow will have a specified rate th a t
refers to the num ber of packets sent per second.
The channel m odel employed in the sim ulation was a simple p a th loss model which
has a crossover point outside the Fresnel zone

(8 6

m for the param eters chosen in these

simulations) from A /(4IId2) to A / ( d 4), where A is th e wave length and A is a scalar gain
the depends on the tran sm itte r and receiver antenna gain and heights.
For th e figures dem onstrating the performance, the throughput is normalized by th e
carrier sense r a n g e a n d the slot tim e such th a t th e to ta l number of arrivals and departures
is divided by a scaling factor s f defined as follows:
netw ork area
1
s f = ---------------------------- :------- :-----r—carrier range area data slot size

., „.
(4.1)

This dem onstrates th e utilization with respect to the non-power-controlled MAC w ith
optimal (best case) node placement (allowing for maximum spectral reuse under the
802.11 protocol constraints). For a 1000 by 1000 m network with the param eter settings
in Table 4.1, the resulting scaling factor is th en s f =

= 413.22.

The throughput an d delay, fairness, and robustness performance results of PCMA is
now compared w ith respect to 802.11 and G PC .
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4.2

T hroughput and D elay

In this section, we evaluate both th e th ro u g h p u t and delay perform ance of PC M A
as compared to 802.11. However, the m ajority of results are for throughput in various
network scenarios since decreases in delay will follow from increase in throughput.

120

100

GPC
802.11
PCMA 1ST
PCMA48T
PCMA640T

Figure 4.1 T hroughput of 802.11 versus PC M A for 100 nodes in a 1000 by 1000 m
network with 100 flows each sending 2 KB packets, and a connectivity range of 250 m
In Figure 4.1, th e throughput is shown as th e arrival rate is increased for a 1000 by
1000 m network where nodes are uniformally distributed over the area. The performance
of PCM A is dem onstrated for differing num ber of busy tone pulses sent per data tran s
mission period (1, 4, 16, 64). The perform ance increases as the num ber of busy tone
pulses increases (approaching the perform ance of G PC) since the feed back information
(neighbor information) will be more up to d ate w ith more frequent busy tone pulses.
However, the am ount of improvement decreases and 16 busy tone pulses (i.e., sending
one busy tone pulse for every 128 bytes of d a ta since the d ata packets are 2048 bytes) is
sufficient, and th e rem aining PCMA results will be for one busy tone pulse sent every 128
bytes of data. This dem onstrates th at the b andw idth required for th e busy tone channel
48
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is small w ith respect to the data channel. Figure 4.1 shows th a t the performance of
PCMA is significantly b etter than 802.11 if a reasonable number of busy tone pulses are
sent. Notice th a t with power control the utilization may go above 100% since the output
is normalized w ith respect a non-power-controlled protocol. PCM A restricts node tran s
missions according to variable interference region determined by the distance between
source and destination (the power conserving principle) and busy tones (the cooperative
principle), which can be significantly less th en the fixed transmission range of 802.11.

£

5
9

3

F ig u re 4 .2 Throughput of 802.11 versus PCM A with different R X J T h r e s h settings
In Figure 4.2, the results are again shown for 802.11 and PCM A (with the same
settings as th e last figure) though with two different R X J T h re sh values. The 802.11
and PCM A solid curves labeled R X J T h r e s h l are with the value specified in Table 4.1
(-64 dBm), a n d the two dashed curves labeled R X JT hresh2 use a value of 4 dB less

(-6 8

dBm). From this figure we observe th a t th e 802.11 protocol does b e tter w ith the smaller
threshold settin g a t all system load settings. However, PCMA shows improvement with
the smaller setting a t low loads, but at higher loads the larger threshold setting performs
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better. T he lower receiver threshold setting improves 802.11 at all loads because the
802.11 protocol is already overly restrictive since it utilizes both an R T S/C T S handshake
and carrier sense to avoid collisions. W ith th e original settings the carrier sense range
was already more th a n double th e receiving range. However, PCMA implements busy
tone pulses from th e receiver and not carrier sensing to avoid collisions. Therefore at
lower loads, loosening the receiver constraint will allow more nodes to transm it w ith less
noise tolerance w ithout causing a significant increase in collisions, but a t high loads the
number lower noise tolerance results in a greater num ber of packet corruptions reducing
performance.

20

F ig u re 4 .3 Delay of 802.11 versus PCM A for 100 nodes in a 1000 1000 m network with
100 flows each sending 2 KB packets, and a connectivity range of 250 m
In Figure 4.3, the delay is shown for 802.11 and PCM A for the network described
above. Again PCM A performs sig n ific a n t ly b e tte r th a n 802.11 at interm ediate and high
loads since in 802.11 each node m ust backoff until all RTS and CTS messages observed
expire, a n d the node cannot sense another tran sm ittin g station. PCMA, on th e other
hand, will allow for a tighter packing of source-destination pairs, allowing each node
50
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to send packets when the region around a source-destination pair is free. This allows
packets to be sent sooner on average since they do not need to wait for the m axim um
transm ission range between source an d destination to be free.

00

F ig u r e 4 .4 Throughput for a 100 by 100 m network with 100 flows each sending 2 KB
packets, and a connectivity range of 250 m
If we now consider a network where 100 nodes are distributed over a 100 by 100 m
region, th e resulting throughput is th en shown in Figure 4.4. Here we see th a t PC M A
and 802.11 yields almost the same throughput performance, except a t extremely high
loads where PCM A does only slightly b etter. For this type of configuration the region
is sm aller th an the transmission range, and for 802.11 all nodes hear the RTS and CTS.
As a result, there will be few collisions since there are no hidden stations. However,
in th is region there is also significantly less spatial reuse for PC M A to take advantage
of since m ost nodes in the network are in the

1 /d 2

field instead of the

1 /d 4

field (see

Section 2.1). In addition, PCMA does not backoff based on th e carrier sense so th a t
it m ay take advantage of spectral reuse, causing the protocol to more quickly reach its
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m axim um number of retransm issions and give up early. This is a trade-off m ade for not
carrier sensing to improving spectral reuse.
100 m

25 m

25 m

E
CM

F ig u re 4.5 Exam ple of four clusters in a 100 by 100 m network
However, we argue th a t uniform distributions do not well define the distributions of
users in a typical environment. In m ost situations, we expect a more cluster grouping of
nodes. A simple four cluster netw ork is shown in Figure 4.5, where nodes choose a cluster
(each 25 m square and positioned in the comers of th e 100 by 100 m network) a t random
and a random position within the cluster. Figure 4.6 dem onstrates the throughput for a
region containing both two a n d four clusters. The two-cluster case is similar to the four
shown in the example depicted in Figure 4.5, but for only the top two clusters regions.
The sender is chosen at random from all the nodes in the network. Then the destination
is chosen a t random from the o th er nodes in the sender’s cluster. In this configuration
PC M A does significantly b e tte r th a n 802.11. The improvement occurs because PCMA
can send packets simultaneously in both clusters by reducing its transm ission power,
while in 802.11 each node in a cluster must always contend w ith the nodes in the other
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F ig u r e 4.6 Throughput for a 100 by 100 m network w ith nodes separated into clustered
regions
cluster (in addition to its own). Figure 4.6 shows th a t as the network becomes more
clustered the throughput increases since a greater num ber of simultaneous transmissions
are possible and less nodes compete within each cluster.
An additional scenario for the clustered networks is th a t in each cluster a single node
is designated as a base station th a t all other nodes in the cluster send their packets
to and it sends packets to all the nodes in the cluster.

An example of this scenario

would be several businesses th a t provide an access point to provide inform ation their
customers. The results of this scenario are shown in Figure 4.7 and dem onstrates further
improvement over the case w ith no base station present in the clusters.
Up to this point th e figures shown have been for single hop wireless ad hoc net
works. However, it m ay also be required th a t source destination pairs utilize wireless
links connecting interm ediate nodes if the source and destination are out of transmission
range or depending on spacing th e routing algorithm provides based on the choices of
interm ediate hops. In Figure 4.8, the performance of 802.11 and PCMA is shown for a
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■ 120
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Figure 4.7 Throughput for a 100 by 100 m network w ith nodes separated into clustered
regions and sending to a single base station node
m ultihop network. For this figure the maximum transm ission range for PCM A or fixed
range for 802.11 was constant (i.e., 250 m, which corresponds to the power and threshold
range settings shown in Table 4.1), while the routing algorithm chose next hops within
the ranges shown in the legend (250, 225, and 150 m ). All control packets were sent
over the m a x im u m range (250 m ), but m ax im u m distance between adjacent hops was
restricted to the range shown in th e legend. The figure shows th a t PC M A can dynami
cally adjust its transmission power utilizing the spectral reuse th a t the routing algorithm
provides by limiting the spacing between adjacent hops. This allows PC M A make gains
from th e added spectral reuse to overcome the decrease in performance resulting from
an increase in number of hops between source and destination. However, since 802.11
cannot dynamically adjust its power, it cannot take advantage of this reuse unless the
fixed transm ission power is m anually adjusted to fit th e maximum spacing between ad
jacent hops. Based on the theoretical results specified by [10] it would be expected th at
the throughput would increase as th e m a xim u m transm ission range is reduced since the
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Figure 4.8 T hroughput for 802.11 and PC M A in a m ultihop netw ork th a t spans 1000
by 1 0 0 0 m
spectral reuse increases by a factor of four when the range is reduce by half while th e
number of hops only increases by a factor of two. However, these theoretical results do
not assume flows, where th e local neighborhoods are interdependent as occurs in tru e
wireless m ultihop networks. T hat is the ability of an interm ediate hop to send a packet
«•

depends on the previous hops ability to get a packet to it.

4.3

Fairness

In the previously m entioned figures, note th a t the perform ance of the power-controlled
protocols continues to increase, even under very high loads, due to long-range transm is
sions being blocked by th e transmission power bound allowing a greater number of shortrange transmissions. As th e network load increases, the probability of a node requiring
more power th a n th e transmission power bound (set by the cooperation principle) also
increases. The expected power for a source to reach its destination will increase as th e
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100-16
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Figure 4.9 Destination range distribution for PCM A with P tjm a x = P t 4- 4dB
network load increases due to an increase in background noise, and the expected trans
mission power bound decreases as the network load increases because there will be an
increase in the number of exposed receivers in th e network. Then sources requiring more
transm ission powers (i.e., greater transm ission ranges for a simple p a th loss channel)
will be more likely to backoff, allowing a greater num ber of short-range transmissions.
Therefore, a power-controlled MAC operating in a multiple access environment will re
sult in unfair favoritism tow ard source-destination pairs sending over shorter distances.
This phenomenon is particularly evident over th e 250-m connectivity range for PCMA,
as dem onstrated in Figure 4.9, where the fraction of to tal packets received by destina
tions in five distance ranges (0-50, 50-100, 100-150, 150-200, and 200-250 m) from their
sources is shown for 100 flows sending 1 , 4, 16, and 64 packets per second. A perfectly fair
protocol would result in a linearly increasing num ber of packets sent to each range since
th e num ber of destinations within each range increases as 27rr, where r is the distance
from the source node. Notice th a t for a very low transmission rate, such as one packet
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per second, th e num ber of packets sent to each range is linearly increasing. However, as
the network load increases, the ratio of packets sent over a greater distance decreases,
and for extrem e loads we observe that the m ajority of connections are short-range.

03

02

too

200

Figure 4.10 Destination range distribution for 802.11
The fraction of packets sent to each range for 802.11 is shown in Figure 4.10. The pro
tocol also becomes less fair (sending fewer packets to greater ranges) as the load increase,
but not to th e extent th a t a power-controlled protocol like PC M A does. The 802.11
protocol has an equal probability of sending packets to destinations a t any distance since
the transmission power is not taken into account while contending. However, because all
transmissions are sent a t a fixed power level, there is less noise protection for destina
tions further from th eir sources, resulting in a greater num ber of lost packets at greater
network loads. Further, 802.11 has a fixed interference range th a t is determined by the
range over which other nodes can hear RTS or CTS packet, an d the range over which
other transm itters can sense the transm itters’ energy. However, this range should really
be increased as th e distance between source destination pairs is increased because they
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receive less desired signal power and also increase as a receiver is more greatly exposed
to o th er transm itters energy. Therefore, at high loads the aggregate background noise
will cause receivers th at obtain less signal power from their corresponding transm itter to
have more packet corruptions. PCMA, on the other hand, has the same am ount of pro
tection (the compensation factor) for destinations a t all ranges; however, the probability
of sending a packet to farther destinations decreases as the network load increases, as
described above. In su m m ary, for PCM A the contention phase favors nodes contending
w ith less power (shorter range source-destination pairs), but once the nodes do contend,
th ey all receive the same signal quality; however, in 802.11 the contention phase does not
favor any particular nodes, but once a source contents successfully, source-destination
pairs th a t are further apart receive a lower signal quality.
This biasing against longer range transm ission protocols is an artifact not of the
PCM A mechanisms alone but of all power-controlled protocols th a t fit in the collision
avoidance (shared channel) framework.

To dem onstrate this, the fairness curves are

again shown for different traffic loads for the G P C protocol defined a t the beginning of
this chapter (and shown in the initial throughput curves). Recall th a t this protocol has
complete knowledge of the network power levels and gains so th a t it does not rely on any
specific mechanisms to achieve power control. Here, it is again evident (see Figure 4.11)
th a t a similar trend is observed for G PC. Since this protocol uses global topology and
transm ission power level information (known fink gains and node noise tolerance levels)
to tran sm it and backoff (instead of any specific exchange mechanism), we can conclude
th a t this trend is present in all such power-controlled networks.
If we now increase the maximum transm ission power to be

8

dB more th a n is required

{P t for 802.11) for a node at maximum transm ission range instead of 4 dB, we see from
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P 025

02

F ig u re 4 .1 1 Destination range distribution for G PC with P tjm a x = P t + 4d B
Figure 4.12 th a t the fairness is improved over the flows shown in Figure 4 .9 . In particular,
the 4 and 16 ra te flows are now a lm o s t ideal (linearly increasing for increasing ranges) for
all but the farthest range, and for th e greatest flow ra te the middle ranges axe improved.
The idea here is to increase th e range distributions while still limiting th e transmission
ranges to the same distance.

T his has the effect of stretching out th e fairness plots

and lim iting transmissions in farther ranges where a significant throughput disparity
would be observed. This is a way to improve the fairness for power-controlled MAC
protocols. However, it will also reduce the spectral reuse (throughput) a n d will dem and
additional power from the transm itters reducing th e node’s lifetime (power reserves).
W hether additional compensation is used or the scheduling algorithm is changed under
heavy loads, m ore work is needed to investigate techniques th at overcome the fairness
implications for power-controlled protocols.
The above figures looked a t th e ratio of packets sent to each range to dem onstrate the
PCMA a t high loads PCMA provides less fairness th a n 802.11 as com pared to the ideal
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Figure 4.12 D estination range distribution for PCMA with P tjm a x = P t -F 8dB
fair packet distribution. A nother method for analyzing the throughput is to evaluate the
num ber of packets sent to each of the corresponding ranges. If the num ber of packets
sent to all ranges is greater for PCMA but only slightly greater for the largest distances
(i.e., ranges), then the protocol is better th an 802.11 for all situations, even though it
does not provide ideal fairness. This is unfortunately not the case for high loads as
observed in Figures 4.13 a n d 4.14, which show th e number of packets sent to each of the
five ranges stated earlier for the two highest flow rates (16 and 64 packets/s). Although
PCM A performs better for m ost ranges, its performance a t the greatest range is worse
(particularly so at the highest rate). Notice when comparing the two fairness distribution
b ar graphs th a t as the ra te increases, the num ber of packet sent over short ranges also
increases, while the num ber long-range transm issions decrease.
The figures in this section dem onstrated th a t PCMA can deliver more packet than
802.11 to all source-destination pairs, except those requiring significant transmission
power (which spaced far a p art) when the netw ork load is high.
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F ig u re 4 .1 3 Number of successful packets sent to different ranges from source for a flow
rate of 16 packets/s

F ig u re 4 .1 4 Number of successful packets sent to different ranges from source for a flow
rate of 64 packets/s
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4 .4

A verage T ransm ission Power

The PCMA protocol is now evaluated in term s of the average transm ission power used
for sending packets. Several param eters are investigated, such as th e overhead of the busy
tones pulses and the change in tr a n s m is s io n power as the ra te of packet transmissions
is increased. The average transmission power is used as a m etric for evaluation instead
of energy because this requires th a t we know the power usage for the various processing
units a t each node, which will vary dram atically from one node to another. Assuming a
particular type of mobile node would limit the applicability of this work to future mobile
architectures, whose individual components axe expected to take a sm aller portion of the
to ta l energy compared (i.e., the power amplifier th at controls th e transmission power
is expected to consume a larger and larger portion of the to ta l energy budget. There
fore, simulating the average transm ission power makes evaluating th e PCMA protocols
performance in later mobile architectures possible.
In Chapter 5.4, these results will be extended to account for th e protocol over
head of retransmissions under both power-controlled and non-power-controlled protocols
(802.11). Also the throughput improvement versus energy savings is investigated for
m ultihop wireless networks of differing topologies.
The transmission power for 802.11 is fixed a t 281.8 mW , while th e transmission power
of PCM A is varied in accordance with th a t needed for a particu lar source to reach (send a
successful tr ansmission to) its destination. This power will increase as the compensation
factor is increased since we require a greater initial power from th e source to satisfy
th e destination as the compensation is is increased. This behavior is dem onstrated in
Figure 4.15, which shows th e average transm ission power for b o th MAC protocols. The
802.11 results form a straight line since it does not im plem ent compensation to protect
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Figure 4.15 Average transmission power for 802.11 versus PCM A at 2 packets/s with
respect to the com pensation range
its nodes (i.e., it has a fixed transmission power). The results from the PCM A curve
are also show in Table 4.2. Note th a t beyond 4 dB of compensation, PCMA requires
more average tr a n s m is s io n power than 802.11. Furthermore, with 16 dB of compensation
PCM A requires over 3 W of tr a n sm issio n power, which would significantly reduce the
lifetime of mobile nodes and is above th a t currently allowed by the FCC in the frequency
spectrum where W LAN cards typically operate. However, this is not an issue we will focus
on since we do not anticipate this amount of compensation would be needed, and these
power levels will change with the R X J T h r e s h and C SJT hresh settings. The original
ns 2 threshold settings used for the results in this chapter and in C hapter 5 are based
on some of the earlier W LAN devices; furtherm ore, newer WLAN cards use significantly
lower threshold setting such th a t the m aximum transmission power of PCMA an d the
fixed power setting of 802.11 would be considerably less. Therefore, the im portant part
of these results are understanding the relative difference in power requirements for 802.11
and PCMA using different degrees of compensation.
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Table 4.2 Average transmission power for PCM A
dB
115 m W
2

4 dB
239 mW

dB
538 m W
8

12 dB
1450 m W

16 dB
3080 m W

300

802.11
PCMA

2S0

•= 160

:)

Figure 4.16 Average transm ission power for 802.11 versus PCM A with 4 dB of com
pensation and varying flow rates
Another area to investigate is how the average transm ission power changes as the
network load (packet arrival rate) is increased. As the load increases, the average number
of transm itters in the background increases, causing an increase in the background noise
level and

r e q u ir i n g

m ore transmission power. Figure

4 .1 6

displays transmission power

for PCMA and shows how power varies w ith respect to th e fixed transm ission power
required for

8 0 2 .1 1 ,

which is obviously a straight line since its power is fixed. The results

show th a t the transm ission power decreases as the rate increase. This may seem to be
a counterintuitive result. However, this phenomenon can be explained if we look at the
distribution of packets sent to different ranges as the netw ork load is increased shown in
Figure

4 .9 .

We see th a t as the load increases, some of the longer-range source-destination

pairs are being blocked by several shorter-range source-destination pairs. Therefore, as
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the rate increases th e average throughput for source-destination pairs th a t are further
ap art decreases, though, as discussed in Section 4.3, this is due to th e inherent unfairness
of power-controlled protocols in general and not ju st an artifact of PCM A alone. This
graph leaves us w ith two conclusions:
1. The background noise does not force nodes on average to send a t a significantly
higher tr a n s m is s io n power to reach th eir destination th an would be required a lower
loads.
2

. Evaluating th e energy consum ption o r power levels of lower network loads should
be used to determ ine the the average transmission power so th a t similar sourcedestination distributions are observed for both power-controlled and non-powercontrolled protocols.

The previous figures showed the average power assuming the busy tone pulse was on
the order of a single bit in width, h i th e curve in Figure 4.17 labeled “PCMA B T 1 ”
shows the average transm ission power (for PCMA) again com pared to 802.11. Notice
th e average power actually drops as th e busy tone width increases. This is because the
average power of th e busy tone pulse is much less than th a t of the d a ta signal since
d a ta signal m ust be received at R X .T h r e s h , the receiving threshold, while the busy
tone pulses m ust only be received a t C S J T h re sh , the carrier threshold, (see Section 3.2)
an order of m agnitude less. However, if we specify th a t the busy tone pulses are to be
received at the the carrier threshold, th e results are shown in the curve labeled “PCMA
BT2” in Figure 4.17. This figure verifies th a t, for reasonable busy tone pulse widths, the
busy tone pulses require little energy as com pared to the d a ta transmission.
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F ig u re 4 .1 7 Average t r ansmission power for 802.11 versus PCMA with two different
busy tone powers w ith respect the th e busy tone pulse w idth

4.5

R ob u stn ess

Thus far we have dem onstrated th e performance of the PCM A protocol under ideal
situations, where the channel gains are similar from one sample to the next and reci
procity holds. However, in many environments where we have m ultipath fading these
assumptions m ay not hold, so we will dem onstrate the robustness as these assum ptions
are relaxed. Im plem enting m ultipath fading into the sim ulation (a) is very complex since
this would require sample-by-sample deviations and (b) is difficult to generalize over
all types of environments. Therefore, we alter the gain (degrading the channel) on a
per-packet basis by a factor x (dB), where x takes on the values —A with a probability
0.25, a value A w ith probability 0.25, and a value of 0 (dB) w ith a probability of 0.5.
The gain distortion factor A will be referred to as the distortion amplitude. W hile other
methods for introducing distortion are more appropriate for specific environments, this
m ethod shows th e distortions th a t m ay be observed by the M A C layer and is sufficient
to dem onstrate th e protocol’s perform ance as the assum ptions are violated. Here we
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wish to evaluate the performance of PCMA as com pared to 802.11 when the gain on the
d a ta channel is different in each direction. This is intended to test PCM A’s dependence
on channel reciprocity and gain stability. Then PC M A is evaluated when th e busy tone
channel and d a ta channel gains differ. This will te s t the protocol under th e situation
where neighboring nodes’ received signal levels are n o t accurately estimated.
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F ig u re 4 .1 8 Throughput for different amounts of gain distortion with varying compen
sations in a 1 0 0 0 by 1 0 0 0 m network
The throughput curves are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19 for both a distorted d ata
and busy tone channels, respectively. For both cases the arrival rate is fixed to 32 packets
per second and varying amounts of overcompensation (0, 4, 8 , 12, 16, and 20 dB) points
axe plotted w ith different distortion amplitudes (0, 4, 8 , and 12 dB for the d a ta channel
distortion a n d 0, 4, 8 , 12, and 16 dB for the busy to n e channel distortion) for each plot.
Figure 4.18 shows th at both PC M A and 802.11 degrade w ith increasing distortions in the
d a ta channel. However, PCMA (w ith some overcompensation) outperforms 802.11 up to
8

dB and a fter which it does slightly worse. Note th a t 802.11 does not have an overcom-
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Figure 4.19 Throughput for different amounts of busy tone distortion w ith varying
compensations in a 1 0 0 0 by 1 0 0 0 m network
pensation factor so the plots shown for the protocol are straight lines. B oth protocols
have reciprocity and stability assumptions, but PC M A depends on these assum ptions to
make the correct power level settings. T hat is 802.11 assumes if A can hear B, th en B
can hear A, and PCMA assumes if A can hear B, th en B can hear A at the sam e power
level (or actually within the overcompensation factor), making it more sensitive to gain
distortions. In Figure 4.19, PCM A outperforms 802.11 (with some overcompensation)
up to ab o u t 12 dB and does slightly worse w ith additional distortion to the busy tone
channel. T here is no busy tone channel in 802.11, so PCM A is compared to a single
802.11 plot. The distortion figures together show th a t PCM A can handle m odest de
viations from the assum ptions stated in Section 2.3, dem onstrating th a t it can operate
under various channel conditions.
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4.6

R esu lts Sum m ary

T he figures presented in this chapter dem onstrated th a t for dense networks w ith a
spatial reuse to be exploited PCM A performs sig n ific a n t ly b e tter th a n 802.11. When
users generally communicate locally we observe th a t th e protocol provides improvements
in th ro u g h p u t and increases scalability. In addition, when th e amount of required com
pensation is low PCM A requires significantly less average transmission power, which
translates into energy savings. This demonstrates th a t there are compelling reasons for
integrating power-controlled MAC protocols into ad hoc networks.
T he channel access fairness results demonstrates th a t in a heavily loaded network
power-controlled protocols discrim inate toward stations contending with less transm ission
power. T his issue along w ith additional improvements in capacity are dem onstrated in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
P C M A E X T E N SIO N S
In this section, several extensions are presented for PCMA th a t dem onstrate th at
w ith some slight modifications the performance o f PCMA can be improved further with
respect to throughput, fairness, and energy. From this point on th e original PCM A
m ethod presented in C hapter 3 will be referred to as PCMA M ethod 1 or sim ply M ethod
1.

We sta rt with two new m ethods (referred to as Methods 2 and 3) th a t improve

the throughput and energy efficiency by dynamically changing the com pensation (see
C hapter 3 for a description of compensation in th e PCMA protocol) based on the noise
tolerance of neighboring stations. Another m ethod is then presented th a t forces senders to
contend (send the RPTS message) over a constant contention range (w ith fixed power)
regardless of the power needed to reach the destination, but only send th e following
sequence of packets (APTS-DATA-ACK) with th e power needed to reach the receiver.
The psuedo code for PCM A M ethods 1, 2, and 3 is shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3,
respectively.
As mentioned above, M ethods 2 and 3 vary th e conpensation based on the amount
of power th a t other stations in their area can tolerate. The range over which a station
can vary its compensation is defined by an upper and lower range value, com pjm in and
co m p jm ax, respectively. For PCM A Methods 2 an d 3, if a station can send a t the needed
power (the least power th a t satisfies the constraints specified in Section 2.3 for a partic-
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2

i£(Pt-needed + comp < = PtJbound) {
P t = Ptjneeded -F comp

3
4
5

else {
backoff

6

}

1

}

Figure 5.1 PCMA M ethod 1: comp — constant

d{Ptjneeded 4- compjmax < = PtJbound and
Ptjneeded -F camp-max < = Ptjrange -t- compjmin) {
2
P t = Ptjneeded -F compjmax
3 }
4 else if {Ptjneeded -F compjmin < = PtJbound) {
5
P t = Ptjneeded -F compjmin
1

6

}

7
8

else {
backoff

9

}

Figure 5.2 PCM A M ethod 2: comp — { com pjm in, com pjm ax}
ular source to send to a paritcular destination, and is now refer to as Ptjneeded) plus
upper range value (in decibels so it is actually m ultiplication when dealing with linear,
nonlogarithmic-based, power levels) w ithout causing a collision at other stations (i.e., it
is below the transmission power bound PtJbound) , then it sends at this power. If on the
otherhand, a tran sm itter’s needed power plus th e lower range value is above the max
imum transission power value to avoid a collision w ith other receivers, it backs off and
tries again later (like M ethod 1). Both M ethods 2 and 3 also restrict th e maximum trans
mission power to be P tjneeded for the m axim um range, P tjra n g e , plus compjmin. T hat
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if[Ptjneeded 4- compjmin <— PtJbound) {
2
P t = PtJbound
3
if(P£ > Ptjneeded 4 - compjmax) {
4
P t = Ptjneeded 4- compjmax
5
}
6
if(Pt > P tjrange 4- compjmin) {
7
P t = Ptjneeded 4- compjmax
8
}
9 }
1 0 else {
11
backoff
12 }
1

F ig u r e 5.3 PCMA M ethod 3: comp = [compjmin, compjmax]
is, th e m a.yim nm power, P tjm a x is th e fixed power of 8 0 2 .1 1 (for the same transm ission
range —m axim um distance between source-destination pairs) plus com pjm in.
W hat happens w ithin the above specified range differs for M ethods 2 and 3. M ethod
2

transm its w ith com pjm ax additional power (compensation) if it is allowed (i.e., will not

corrupt other stations, based on the busy tones pulses recently observed, and is below
P tjm a x ); otherwise, it sends a t w ith only com pjm in if allowed. However, M ethod 3
transm its at th e maximum power allowed w ithin this range. T h at is, M ethod 3 transm its
at 7 PtJbound (refer to Section 3.2) if this value is valid power plus range of compensation,
whereas M ethod 2 transm its at the lower range value only if j Ptjbound is below the
upper range value. Therefore, in M ethod 2 nodes transm it a t either the power level
P tjn eed ed + com pjm ax or P tjneeded + com pjm in, whereas in M ethod 3 nodes m ay send
at any power w ithin this range.
The following sections investigate th e throughput and transm ission power levels of
the 802.11 and th e orginal PCMA m ethod, and then compare th em to the new Methods.
Finally, the fairness of these methods is investigated and another new PCM A m ethod
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th a t demonstrates improvements. The results axe again generated w ith the ns2 sim ulator
and param eter settings defined in Section 4.1.

5.1

T hroughput Perform ance o f P C M A M eth ods

In this section, th e throughput is investigated of the two new methods introduced
above.

Here, we expect both m ethods to dem onstrate improvements since they can

dynamically adjust the compensation to increase the packing of source-destination pairs
and still provide th e m ost protection th a t will not cause new transmissions to interfer
w ith ongoing transm issions.

140
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F ig u r e 5.4 T hrougput of 802.11 versus PC M A Methods 1-3 w ith compensation ranges
of 2 dB, 2-6 dB, and 2-6 dB, respectively
In Figures 5.4 an d 5.5, the throughput curves versus network load are shown for 802.11
and PCMA M ethods 1, 2, and 3. For b o th figures the protection provided for M ethod

1

is

4 dB. However, M ethods 2 and 3 are provided a protection range of 2-6 dB in Figure 5.4
and a 0-4 dB in th e second. The first throughput figure shows th a t Methods 2 and 3
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120

F ig u re 5 .5 Througput of 802.11 versus PCMA Methods 1-3 w ith compensation ranges
of 2 dB, 0-4 dB, and 0-4 dB, respectively
can provide an additional 20 to 25% improvement in throughput when the compensation
is allowed to be increased or decreased by 2 dB from th e constant level of M ethod 1.
Looking a t the second thoughput figure, we observe th a t if the amount of compensation
is allowed to not only increase when the network area is available, but also decrease when
the 2 dB range was more th a n neighboring receivers can tolerate, then further gains axe
dem onstrated. This, however, also allows the shorter-range source-destination pairs to
be packed into practically every available area of the network, significantly restricting the
longer-range source-destination pairs’ ability to contend (as dem onstrated in Section 5.3).
The two new m ethods (2 and 3) therefore provide improved throughput because they
can provide a higher level of protection when the desired share of the “floor” is available,
but do not block the transmission from going forward unless the minimum quality level
(compensation) cannot be acheived.
Note th a t in both cases M ethod 3 does slightly b e tter th a n M ethod 2. This is because
Method 3 allows sources to send w ith th e maximum am ount of compensation allowed for
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a given power bound, whereas M ethod 2 sends w ith only the m in im u m compensation if
the m axim um compensation is above th e bound. Notice, as th e compensation range is
reduced from 2-6 dB in Figure 5.4 to 0-4 dB in Figure 5.5, th a t the difference between
the throughput in M ethod 2 and 3 is reduced because the m axim um compensation level
is reduced so th a t more nodes can send w ith maximum com pensation w ithout interfering
with other receivers.
We will also see in the next section th a t on average these new m ethods also consume
power a t a level th a t is proportional to sending w ith a constant compensation equivalent
to thier lower compensation range value.

5.2

Transm ission Pow er R equirem ents

The above protocols are now evaluated in term s of the average transmission power
they require. T he average tr ansmission power is again used as a simple metric for eval
uating the power consumption of th e the power-controlled protocols.
The average transmission power is now shown in Table 5.1 for all three PCMA m eth
ods described earlier. The table shows M ethod 1 with com pensation of 2, 4, and 6 dB;
Methods 2 and 3 w ith minimum com pensation of 2 dB and m axim um 6 dB; and M eth
ods 2 and 3 w ith m in im u m com pensatoin of 4 dB and m axim um of 8 dB. The results
dem onstrate th a t b o th Methods 2 and 3 provide an average transm ission power on the
order of th e m inim um compensation w ith respect to Method 1. This makes sense because
at distant ranges, which account for the greatest contribution to the average power, the
compensation is restricted to the lower side of the com pensation range value. M ethod 2
here requires slightly less transm ission power on average because it sends with m inim um
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T a b le 5.1 Average tranm ission power for PCM A M ethods 1, 2, and 3
M ethod 2 at 0.25-4 dB
M ethod 3 at 0.25-4 dB
M ethod 1 at 2 dB
M ethod 2 at 2-6 dB
M ethod 3 a t 2-6 dB
M ethod 1 a t 4 dB
M ethod 2 at 4-8 dB
M ethod 3 at 4-8 dB
M ethod 1 a t 6 dB

42.7 mW
43.2 mW
115 mW
122 mW
135 mW
239 mW
241 mW
258 mW
538 mW

com pensation when the maximum compensation cannot be acheived, whereas M ethod 3
will send a t the m axim um allowed by the power bound.

5.3

Fairness o f P C M A M eth od s

In Figures 5.6 an d 5.7, the fairness of all PCM A methods is compared w ith th a t
of 802.11.

These figures show the corresponding fairness distributions for the setup

dem onstrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 (the 2-6 dB com pensation range and the 0.25-4 dB
com pensation range, respectively). The two new methods provide an increase in th e
num ber of packets successfully sent over short an d interm ediate ranges and about th e
same perform ance a t the longest ranges for the first figure (2-6 dB range). This is because
these m ethods provide short-range source-destination pairs with th e maximum protection
(power) th a t allows them to send without causing a collision, an d lim its the transm ission
power of long-range source-destination pairs to m ake up for the increase in short-range
source-destination pairs th a t are allowed. However, th e perform ance a t the furthest range
is still worse th a n 802.11. For the second fairness figure th a t uses a 0.25-4 dB range for
M ethods 2 and 3, it can been see th at there is a large increase in th e num ber of short-range
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Figure 5.6 Comparing fairness of 802.11 to M ethods 1, 2, and 3 using compensation
ranges of 2 dB, 2-6 dB, and 2-6 dB, respectively, and each d a ta flow having a rate of 16
packets/s
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Figure 5.7 Comparing fairness of 802.11 to M ethods 1, 2, and 3 using compensation
ranges of 2 dB, 0.25-4 dB, and 0.25-4 dB, respectively, and each data flow having a rate
of 16 packets/s
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source-destination pairs at a great cost to th e number of far range source-destination
pairs. This results because the longer-range source transmissions must wait for a large
area of th e network to be free th a t closely spaced source destination pairs will contend
in before an area large enough will be freed (as a result of oth er sources transmissions
ending).

Therefore, it would be benificial in throughput w ith little cost in fairness.

However, when th e m inim um range is dropped down to alm ost no protection (0.25 dB of
compensation), there is a significant fairness trade-off for th e added throughput, which
m ay make it less attractive. Also notice th a t M ethod 3 does slightly better when sending
to closer destinations, while M ethod 2 does b e tter when sending to further destinations.
This is again because Method 2 is reducing its compensation to th e minimum level w hen it
cannot achieve th e maximum level. T he result is less protection for shorter-range sourcedestination pairs th an Method 3 (which sends w ith the m axim um compensation th a t the
upper bound allows), but a greater restriction of the shorter-range source-destination
pairs transm ission power such th a t they axe less likely to interfere with a longer-range
source-destination pair.
We now define an additional PC M A dirivitative, M ethod 4, th a t is designed to reduce
the biasing in contention toward short-range transmissions.

This m ethod works like

M ethod 2, except th a t it imposes an additional requirement on the contention process;
M ethod 4 allows a node to contend only if it is can send over its maximum transm ission
range, a t power level P tjm ax. This way, all nodes, regardless of the area over which they
m ust transm it to reach their destination, wait to send until th e maximum (fixed) “floor”
is open. However, nodes use the sam e mechanism described in M ethod 2 to send to their
destination. Therefore, a constant “floor” area must be free to contend, but nodes only
send over the “floor” area needed to reach their destination. This will prevent nodes
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th a t require a sm all “floor” size (to reach th eir intended destination) from continually
“stealing” a “floor” area th a t could be used by another node requiring a larger “floor”
area.

too
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Figure 5.8 T hrougput of 802.11 versus PC M A Methods 1, 2, and 4 with com pensation
ranges of 2 dB, 2-6 dB, and 2-6 dB, respectively

We start by looking at the trade-off (am ount of perform ance we are giving up) in
throughput for th e improved fairness in contention. Figure 5.8, shows the throughput of
PCM A Method 4 as compared to 802.11 and PCM A Methods 1 and 2. Here, we leave out
M ethod 3 to avoid cluttering the figure, and since M ethod 2 already does significantly
b e tte r th an the newest m ethod, it would not add to the results. Notice th a t M ethod
4 does slightly worse th an Method 1 and considerably worse th a n Methods 2 and 3 (as
inferred from the previous figures) because it restricts the cases under which PC M A can
send data. However, if we look a t the distribution of packets sent to each range as show
in Figure 5.9, we observe th a t this m ethod can send slightly m ore packets than 802.11 to
the farthest ranges and still significantly m ore the closer ranges. This presents significant
improvement over th e other PCMA m ethods in the number of packets sent to the farthest
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range. However, this benifit in perform ance source-destination pairs th a t are far ap p art
is provided w ith significant costs to source-destination pairs th a t are closer.

B

aoz.1t
FOIAM 1
F O IA U 4

R«ng«

F ig u re 5.9 Com paring fairness of 802.11 versus PCMA M ethods 1, 2, and 4 with com
pensation ranges of 2 dB, 2-6 dB, and 2-6 dB, respectively, and each d a ta flow having a
rate of 16 packets/s

5.4

P C M A M ethods O verview

The new PC M A methods introduced in this section dem onstrate the potential for
significant perform ance improvements over the initial PCM A protocol (referred to as
Method 1) presented in Chapter 3 and [3, 4]. Methods 2 and 3 show considerable im 
provements in netw ork throughput and energy efficiency, w ithout reducing the number of
packets sent betw een source-destination pairs th a t have a greater spatial separation (for
the 2-6 dB range), but still slightly worse th an 802.11 a t the farthest range. M ethod 4
shows improvement over 802.11 at all ranges, though with less overall benifits in thoughput. Therefore, the m ost suitable m ethod will depend on the system design constriants
and goals. This chapter dem onstrates w ith some alterations PCM A can dem onstrate
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improvents in performance, b u t th e am ount of improvement will depend on the system
constraints.
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CHAPTER 6
PO W E R CONTROL IN M ULTIH O P W IR ELESS
NETW ORKS
It was shown th a t controlling th e transmission power can offer m any benefits in
performance. These benefits, including capacity and energy savings, were m otivated in
Section 1.1 and dem onstrated in C hapter 4. However for these cases, the degree of energy
savings is lim it e d by the choice of source-destination pairs a n d their respective distances
(lin k g a in s).

T h a t is, if sources frequently send to destinations th at are farther, and

therefore require more transmission power, then gains can be observed by controlling
the transmission power. Further, in routing protocols currently designed for m ultihop
wireless ad hoc networks, the goal is to minimize the num ber of hops. For dense mobile
networks this will result in the distances between interm ediate hops being on the o rder of
the tr a n sm issio n range such th a t the transm ission power required to send to the next hop
is close to the m axim um power. Therefore, little power will be saved by ju st im plem enting
power control.
In this chapter, we take the wireless ad hoc power-controlled protocol framework
and extend it to evaluate the performance of multihop wireless ad hoc networks, where
the distance between adjacent hops is limited. Utilizing m ultiple intermediate hops to
reduce the transm ission range can provide extensive energy savings since transm ission
signals attenuate on the order of 1/e?4 in most networks.

This chapter evaluates the

energy savings and capacity improvements and trade-offs of power control in a m ultihop
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wireless packet network with different maximum ranges between adjacent hops. The goal
here is not to define the mechanisms for choosing the best interm ediate hops between
source and destination pairs since this would require the im plem entation of a new' routing
protocol; instead we evaluate the trade-offs and benefits th a t a power-controlled MAC
such as PCMA can provide in m ultihop wireless networks th a t utilizes different maximum
ranges between adjacent adjacent hops.

6.1

N etw ork T opology Scenarios

This section outlines several network topologies th a t d ictate how nodes communicate
(their communications hierarchy) and th e placement of certain nodes. We considered
infrastructureless and logical infrastructure network topology scenarios. The networks
w ith a logical infrastructure are those in which nodes are grouped into clusters w ith
designed forwarding agents relaying packets between clusters.
The motivation for implementing forwarding agents is to reduce the complexity of
the routing algorithm and take advantage of nodes w ith greater capacity and energy
resources. Using specific nodes in a cluster for forwarding packets can greatly reduce
th e amount of routing overhead since th e routing discovery would then require only th a t
packets be sent to th e forwarders (as opposed to every nodes in the network). This would
reduce the complexity of the routing algorithm to the order of th e num ber of clusters,
instead of the order of the number of nodes in the network. It has been dem onstrated
[23, 24] th at the overhead associated w ith ad hoc routing algorithm s can account for m ore
th a n 50% of the to ta l packets sent in th e network (depending on the average num ber of
hops between source and destination a n d the mobility of mobile nodes).

Therefore,

lim iting the nodes th a t send and receive routing inform ation by designating some nodes
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as forwarders can limit the degree of routing overhead. Also if we consider a network
consisting of heterogeneous mobile nodes (with differing available resources) such as cell
phones, PDAs, laptops, vehicles, and fixed access points, it would be advantageous to
use the nodes th a t had greater resources to send over longer distances.
Another factor to consider for forwarding agents is w hether their position can be
controlled. Depending on the type of network, the position of the forwarding agents
may or m ay not be able to be controlled. If the network can control the position of the
forw arding

agents, they can be placed such th a t any nodes distance to the forwarder is

upper bounded or can be placed in accordance w ith th e mobile density in certain areas.
The different types of networks considered are evaluated in Section 6.2 in term s of
their energy savings and throughput improvement o r trade-off. Each of the network
scenarios evaluated is now defined, and an example is given to show how they apply to
real network:
• Infrastructureless networks-. This type of network assumes th at all nodes have equal
resources, and routing is com puted in a to tally distributed fashion. T h a t is, any
node can be a forwarder, so the routing requires th a t some sort of control packets
be sent between every reachable node to find th e best route. An example of this
would be a sensor network where every node is equal (has equal resources). An
advantage of such an algorithm is th at every possible route is considered such
th a t every source-destination pair is provided w ith the shortest route. However,
as stated above, such an algorithm would require significant overhead if there is
even a m odest amount of m obility in the network since routes will often become
disconnected so th a t new ones m ust be found.
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• Clustered networks with forwarding agents whose positions can be controlled: Here
nodes are classified into clusters th a t form around designated forwarding agents
(based on locality). T he placement of these forwarders can be controlled to provide
coverage and reachability.

In Section 6.2.1 this scenario is tested w ith uniform

placement, where the distance between forwarders is such th a t full connectivity is
m aintained. An example of such a paradigm is one where wireless nodes (like base
stations) are placed to support a set of users w ith PDAs. Further, we investigate
two cases within this scenario. The first case is where the power resources of the
forwarding agents is unlim ited such as a vehicle or a node with a fixed power supply,
and th e second case is where the energy of the forwarding agents is lim ited such as
a mobile powered by batteries.
• Clustered networks with forwarding agents whose positions are not controllable:. This
scenario is similar to the last except th a t th e location of the forwarding agents can
not be controlled and are random.

Such a configuration may result if vehicles

or other nodes with greater resources th a t have purposes other th an to serve as
supporting infrastructure for mobile nodes w ith lesser resources. An example of
this paradigm may be where a public safety officer’s handheld radio communicates
through the closest public safety vehicle, which would then relay the corresponding
packets to other vehicles, and then to the intended receiver. One problem w ith this
scenario is th a t outages m ay have to be tolerated since the placement of forwarding
agents is random and m ay be out of range of the mobile nodes or other forwarding
agents. Also like the previous scenario we consider forwarding agents th a t do and
do not have limited power resources.
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The next section now evaluates perform ance of the above scenarios in term s of en
ergy consum ption and capacity w ith a non-power-controlled MAC, 802.11, and a powercontrolled MAC, PCMA.

6.2

Perform ance o f M ultihop Topology Scenarios

In this section, the performance of the netw ork topology scenarios discussed in Sec
tion 6.1 are evaluated. For each case, the throughput is shown in term s of to ta l number
of successful packets sent per second, and th e signal energy per successfully transm it
ted bit. Signal energy refers to the transm ission power level of each packet times the
duration of th e packet sum m ed over the to ta l num ber of packets sent (successfully and
unsuccessfully) multiplied by th e total tim e tran sm ittin g for all nodes. T he signal energy
per successfully transm itted b it can then expressed as
K P t-T
£ ^
i=i ^

(e-1)

where K represents the to ta l num ber of packets sent (including control packets) for the
duration of th a t simulation (from all nodes including intermediate hops), S is the total
number of successful d a ta packets between source and destination, P ti th e transm ission
power of packet i, and TJ is th e time to tran sm it packet i.

Note th a t P tiT i is the

energy used to send a given packet (or packet energy). The total successful packets S
are calculated from source to destination an d not between interm ediate hops, while the
packet energy is summed over all packet transm issions. Therefore, it accounts for the
aggregate energy used by all hops to send a b it to the final destination so th a t the single
hop and differing number of multihop cases can th en be fairly compared.
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The signal energy expenditure is used here (instead of the total energy used by the
network interface) because accounting for to ta l energy usage would require th a t we make
assum ptions about th e power consuming levels of each of the components in th e network
interface card (as shown in Figure 1.4). This would m ake the measurements only relevant
for a particular device. R ather, we wish to m easure ju st the energy of th e transm itted
signal (which is related to the average transm ission power level) such th a t these results
are relevant for any current or future wireless network interface cards. T he signal energy
is divided by the num ber of successfully sent b its so th a t the overhead incurred as a result
of retransmissions is taken into account.
The results in this section will show the throughput of the previously defined topology
scenarios for the current wireless MAC sta n d ard IE E E 802.11 and the PC M A protocol
(Method 2).

6.2.1

Sim ulation environm ent an d param eter values

To evaluate the perform ance of these MAC protocols in the different netw ork topolo
gies scenarios, the ns2 was again used w ith th e CMU wireless extensions [22]. The d ata
rate for this configuration was set to 2 M b/s, th e packet size was 2 KB, th e transm ission
power range for PCM A was between -5 dBm and 22 dBm, the fixed transm ission power
level of 802.11 was fixed to 20 dBm. Note th a t the m aximum power level of PC M A was
again set to be above th e fixed power level of 802.11. The fixed range for 802.11 and
the maximum transm ission range for PCMA are setup such th at source-destination pairs
could be a maximum distance of 500 m ap art to receive a valid d ata packet.
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The nodes for these scenarios (100 for these experiments) were imiformally distributed
in a 350 by 350 m network. Note with this size network and a 500 m m axim um trans
mission range a source reach the furthest possible destination (in opposite comers).
The traffic model is th e same as outlined in Section 4.1: some num ber of sourcedestinations were picked random ly (according to a uniform distribution) off-line. When
the sim ulation started, these sources would generate packets according to independent
Poisson processes. The results bellow are for 100 flows (source-destination pairs) gener
ating 16 packets per second. This rate of packet generation is to keep the sources busy
such th a t th e nodes in th e areas where spectral reuse can be exploited have packets to
send.
For the multihop case, a simple routing algorithm is implemented th a t chooses the
route requiring the fewest num ber of intermediate hops (i.e., shortest path) for the given
range settings. We note th a t this may not be the best way to choose interm ediate hops for
a power controlled protocol since we would ideally also want to take into account spectral
reuse. However, we used this simple method so th a t th e same routes were used for both
802.11 and PCMA and so th a t we can neglect the effects of the routing algorithm .
The focus in this section is on investigating the energy and throughput performance
for differing numbers of hops (or transmission ranges) between source and destination
and also comparing non-power-controlled and power-controlled MAC protocols for these
differing transmission ranges. The simulation results were gathered for nodes having
transmission ranges of 500, 250, 166, 125, 82, and 62.5 m. For Scenario 1, these ranges
correspond to a maximum num ber of hops of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8, respectively, based on the
size of th e network the (350 by 350 m) the nodes were distributed within. For Scenario
2, the corresponding m axim um hops are 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 since the packets can
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Figure 6.1 Average num ber of hops between source-destination pairs having different
transmission ranges

only be relayed through the forwarding agents. For Scenario 3, th e forwarding agents
are placed randomly.

This means th a t connectivity cannot be guaranteed unless the

transmission range covers the entire network area (500 m or th e diagonal of th e 350
by 350 m network). Therefore, for this case th e tr a n sm ission range set to 500 m and
the number of forwarding agents are set to be the number th a t corresponds to those
needed to ensure full coverage in Scenario 2, uniform node placem ent (see Section 6.2.2).
For Scenarios 1 and 2 the results are dem onstrated as the m a x im u m num ber of hops
between source and destination increased or transm ission ra n ge s decrease. These are the
respective maximum hops, and of course, the averages will be less th a n this since the
source-destination pairs axe chosen at random from the nodes in th e network area. The
corresponding averages are shown in Figure 6.1 for the basic infrastructureless topology.
Note th a t in Scenario 3 th a t the m a x im u m hops between a forwarding agents is at most
one since the transm ission range covers the entire network area, as discussed above. Also,
the forwarding agents themselves can also have traffic so average hops decrease slightly
when the number of forwarding agents becomes a significant portion of the to ta l nodes.
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This trend is an artifact of the network topology and communications p attern a n d can
be observed in Figure 6.1, where the average hops for the Scenario 3 curve drops slightly
for the greatest num ber of forwarding agents (corresponding to th e 62.5 m range shown
on the x-axis).

6.2.2

R esu lts

Following the structure introduced in Section 6.1, we sta rt by by investigating energy
savings potential an d throughput of 802.11 and PCM A for an infrastructureless ad hoc
network, Scenario 1. The performance is shown as the transm ission range is decreased
and therefore requiring a greater num ber of average hops (see Figure 6.1)
Figure 6.2 shows the energy savings as the transmission range is decreased. As we
anticipated in Section 1.1.2, there is a significant savings in energy as the transm ission
range is decreased. T he power-controlled MAC protocol, PCM A, shows additional im
provement of over the non-power-controlled MAC protocol, 802.11. However, the am ount
of improvement decreases with t r a n s m is s io n range. This is because as the range decreases,
there is less spectral reuse to take advantage of, particularly since th e smallest range (62.5
m) is within the Fresnel zone, where th e signals attenuate proportional to 1/d2 instead
of 1/d4 as they do outside of this region. Therefore, the difference between near a n d far
destinations is less significant.
Figure 6.3 now shows the throughput for 802.11 and PCM A for th e same ranges as the
energy savings figure was presented. Observe th a t the throughput actually drops as the
number of hops is increased (tr a n s m is s io n range is decreased). T his m ay be counterintu
itive if we refer to th e theoretical analysis presented in [10] since, as the range is halved,
the maximum hops increases by a factor of 2, but the axea of th e transmission decreases
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by a factor of 4. Conceptually, this should allow for more simultaneous transmissions
than th e cost of requiring additional time slots to send the packet to th e destination.
However, this analysis does not take into account the fact th a t packet flows w ith multi
ple hops can only be sent at the ra te allowed by the slowest (highest contention) link. The
analysis for this theoretical stu d y assumes th at each link can send packets independent
of the last hop (i.e., th at each hop has a sufficient num ber of packets buffered such that
it has packets to send when th e network area becomes free). This is obviously not the
case in a true scenario, where only the slowest link can take full advantage of the extra
spectral reuse offered by the decreasing tra n sm issio n ranges.
A nother characteristic to note is th a t the throughput curves do not decline smoothly
with decreasing transmission range. Particularly, th e transition from 500 m to 250 m
is more gradual than the next.

This is because even a t 250 m most nodes are still

within one hop of each other since only nodes a t opposite comers are actually 500 m
apart. Furtherm ore, nodes near th e center are in range of all other nodes. Therefore, the
throughput drops more gradually th a n with the later ranges, where a greater number of
nodes require multiple hops to send packets to their destination. A final property to note
is th a t a t very small ranges b o th curves start to level off again. The gain in spectral reuse
by lim it in g the tr a n sm ission sta rts to overcome some of the losses incurred by increasing
the num ber of transmissions (hops) needed to reach th e destination.
The benefits in throughput (number of packets successfully delivered) provided by
power control over non-power-controlled MAC protocols are also decreased as the range
is reduced for the same reason th a t energy benefits of implementing power control de
crease for smaller ranges. T h a t is, the amount of spectral reuse th a t can be exploited
in the network decreases as the maximum range is reduced. Another thing to take into
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consideration here is th a t th e routing protocol used to generate these results (see Sec
tion 6 .2 .1 ) chose the routes based on the m in im u m num ber of hops betw een source and
destination, so the best-case scenario for 802.11 is also employed in th e power-controlled
case (for unbiased com parison a t the MAC level). A b e tter choice for power-controlled
networks would be to use a series of metrics th a t take into account num ber of hops, ag
gregate path power consum ption (summed over the power required a t each intermediate
link), and spectral reuse gains th a t account for node densities in various areas of the net
work in order to make th e best path decisions. This, however, is a topic th a t is outside
the focus of this discussion, so we will stay focused on the power control a t the MAC layer
an d leave routing-level power control issues to future researchers. We mentioned this to
highlight the fact th a t additional benefits are still possible when utilizing transmission
power-controlled protocols.
Let us now distinguish between the two spectral reuse benefits specified in the pro
ceeding two paragraphs. T he first spectral reuse provided to both 802.11 and PCMA
is due to the decrease in m aximum transm ission range and utilizing interm ediate hops.
This r an ge dictates th e num ber of interm ediate hops th a t must be used between a given
source-destination pair. The second additional spectral reuse benefit is from reducing (or
controlling) the tr a n s m issio n power to th a t needed to reach the intended receiver (next
hop) th a t m ust be chosen from the nodes w ithin the fixed m a x im u m range, which varies
between 500 m and 62.5 m. T he first case can only be realized in 802.11 if we manually
adjust (restrict) the transm ission power of all nodes, whereas a power-controlled MAC
protocol (like the ones presented in [3, 11]) will dynamically adjust the transmission
power so th a t the routing protocol only needs to restrict the nodes th a t can be used for
th e next hop to restrict the transmission power. Therefore, approaches th a t implement
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power control in. th e MAC can exploit the potential energy savings of a particular node
topology w ithout m anually adjusting the transm ission powers of the individual nodes.
In accordance w ith th e lim itations of current non-power-controlled MAC protocols (like
802.11) presented in Section 1.1, it can be concluded th a t even if the transm ission power
levels of 802.11 can be adjusted to satisfy the intended destination, such an adjustm ent
is still not sufficient since it would violate the collision avoidance framework set forth
by the com munal stru ctu re of shared channel ad hoc networks. Therefore, even though
the added benefits of exploiting power control decreases w ith increasing hops (decreasing
transmission range), th e ability of power-controlled protocols to dynamically adjust their
power will continue to m ake them an attractive alternative to fixed transm ission power
MAC protocols.
The next netw ork topologies th a t are studied are those which designate a subset of
the nodes as forw arding agents for a cluster of nodes (chosen either for strategic reasons
or because they have a greater degree of resources). Nodes send directly to nodes in the
same cluster, b u t go th rough the forwarding agent to send to nodes in other clusters. The
forwarding agents send a packet to the next forwarding in the route to the destination
until the packet reaches th e forwarding agent th a t is in th e destinations cluster. All nodes
in c lu d in g

the forw arding agents communicate on a single shared channel.

For this type of netw ork topology we start w ith th e case where the forwarding agents
positions can be controlled. A simple method would be to place some num ber of forward
ing agents uniform ally w ithin the network area, Scenario 2 from Section 6.1. However,
instead of placing a specified num ber of forwarding agents in the network area, the max
imum transm ission range is specified, and a

m inim um

num ber of forwarding agents are

then placed such th a t every location in the network is in range of a forwarding agents
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and every forwarding agent is in range of its adjacent forwarding agent. T he num ber
of forwarding agents th en required to cover the network area for the previously stated
transm ission ranges (500, 250, 166, 125, 82, and 62.5 m) is then 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, and 36,
respectively.
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F ig u r e 6 .4 Signal energy per successfully transm itted bits for uniform forwarding agent
placement with different transm ission ranges

In Figure 6.4, the signal energy per successfully tran sm itted bit is shown for both
802.11 and PCMA for two different cases. The first case does not account for the energy
consumed by the nodes designated as forwarding agents (assuming they have infinite
resources such as a vehicle or node with a continuous supply of power). In the second
case, the power of the forwarding agents is taken into account (they may have greater
resources such as a laptop as compared to a PDA or rem ote sensor th at has less sufficient
resources, but their power m ust still be considered). T he results shown in the figure
dem onstrate again th a t there is a significant power savings as the transm ission range
is decreased and additional interm ediate hops are utilized. Also as expected the powercontrolled protocol saves energy over the non-power-controlled protocols though again the
degree of benefit decreases as the maximum transmission range is decreased. For greater
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transmission ranges w ith few hops, there is a small difference in energy consumption
between the cases th a t accounts for the forwarding agents’ energy expenditure and those
th at do not. However, as the transmission range is reduced and th e number of hops
increases, th is difference becomes more pronounced because the num ber of forwarding
agents between source and destination increases. The results dem onstrate th a t the energy
consumed for th e uniform placement of forwarding agents is less th a n for the scenario
with no infrastructure enhancements (Scenario 1) when the energy of the forwarding
agents is not taken into account. Therefore, forwarding agents are most desirable in
heterogeneous networks where mobile nodes have a great variance in energy resources.
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F ig u re 6.5 N um ber of successfully tran sm itted packets per second for uniform forward
ing agent placem ent w ith different transm ission ranges

The th roughput for this scenario is shown in Figure 6.5. The throughput for this
case drops significantly more than for the previous scenario shown in Figure 6.3. This
result occurs because all packets are forced to communicate through a single access
point (forwarding agent) to all nodes in o th er clusters, and the num ber of nodes in
other clusters increases as the range deceases because the cluster size decreases and
there are m ore clusters.

If we consider the point on the figure corresponding to the
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250 m transm ission range, we see th a t considerably fewer packets were delivered th an
for the infrastructureless case. This is because th e forwarding agent employs the 802.11
distributed MAC algorithm , which provides equal access rights to all nodes including
those th a t were designated as the forwarding agent. Therefore, when N — 1 sources are
all trying to send through a single forwarding agent th a t m ust relay th e packets to N —1
destinations, th e one forwarding agent will be com peting w ith the N — 1 sources to send
to the N — 1 destinations, b u t only receive 1 /N share of th e network resources. This will
severely limit th e num ber of packets th a t are allowed to reach the destinations, which
is why the throughput is severely reduced when using the distributed 802.11 MAC with
forwarding agents. As the num ber of forwarding agents is increased and the transmission
range is reduced, the rate initially declines because it takes more hops, b u t later starts to
increase because the num ber of nodes the forwarding agent is com peting w ith decreases.
In addition, th e power-controlled protocol provides a considerable improvement when
the greater transm ission ranges are used, but deceases as th e range is decreased since,
similar to Scenario 1, there is less spectral reuse to exploit.
The next figure is again for predesignated forwarding agents though this time the
placement of these forwarding agents is random (Scenario 3 from Section 6.1). The
motivation behind using forwarding agents under this scenario is th a t we want to take
advantage of nodes w ith greater resources as forwarders w hen they axe w ithin range. For
each range the num ber of forwarding agents placed was m ade equal to the number of
uniformly placed forwarding agents required to cover th e graph for th a t corresponding
range. Since th e placem ent of the forwarding agents was not controlled an d was therefore
random, it could not be guaranteed th a t all nodes where reachable from all other nodes.
So, as m entioned when discussing th e simulation setup, th e maximum transm ission range
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for th is topology scenario was kept constant a t 500 m, but the num ber of forwarding
agents was set to 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, and 36. T hen th e x-axis corresponds to the transm ission
ranges shown in th e previous figures. Note again th a t the transm ission range shown in
Figure 6.1 corresponds to these number of forwarding agents for the random forwarding
agent placement curve in this figure.
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F ig u r e 6.6 Signal energy per successfully tran sm itted bit for random forwarding agent
placement with different transmission ranges

T he signal energy used per successful bit for this scenario is shown in Figure 6.6.
The energy consumed by 802.11 actually increases as the number of forwarding agents
increase. This is because the cluster size decreases on average with the number of for
w arding agents, b u t the non-power-controlled 802.11 protocol is not able to reduce its
power to the size of the cluster distance to the forwarder. Although, PCM A’s energy
consum ption decreases because the power is reduced as the average distance to the for
warding agent is reduced. Notice the energy consumed by both protocols changes at
first dram atically because the average distance to th e nearest forwarding agent decreases
significantly as th e first few are added, but th e average distance to the forwarder de
creases less significantly as the number of forwarders is further increased. For the last
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points th e energy consumption decreases for both protocol (particularly those neglect the
forwarding agents power consum ption). This is due to the number of forwarding agents
becom ing a considerable number of the to ta l sources such th a t the average hops decreases
(see Figure 6.1) without changing the distance between forwarding agents, o r forwarding
agents a n d regular nodes. Therefore, the number of successful packets is increased with
out changing the average transm ission power; thus, th e energy per successful b it drops.
The energy consumed for the random placement of forwarding agents is more th a n for
the uniform case even though the distance between a node and its forwarding agent and
between the forwarder agents is on average the same as the uniform case by th e law of
large num bers. This is because the random case does worse when the forwarders are
spaced farther apart than average and does better when the forwarders are closer than
average, but the combination of these two situations does not average out due to th e gain
being super-linear (a convex function).
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F ig u r e 6 .7 Number of successfully transm itted packets per second for random forwarding
agent placem ent with different transmissions ranges

T he throughput for the network w ith random placem ent of forwarding agents is shown
in Figure 6.7. The throughput for this scenario drops as the number of forwarding agents
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axe increased.

T he are several factors contributing to this. F irst, as the number of

forwarding agents is increased, the cluster size decreases, and therefore, the number of
nodes in the same cluster decreases. Also, the num ber of other clusters increases, so the a
greater number of hops are required on average. In addition, the num ber of access points
available for sending to other clusters is lim ited by the number of forwarding agents in
range. Furthermore, as discussed in the uniform placement case, all th e nodes in the
cluster are contending w ith the forwarding agent such th a t the num ber of packets th at
can be sent to other clusters is limited by the nodes contending in th e cluster. This
effect becomes less significant as the number of nodes in the cluster decreases, but the
dependence on the forwarding agent increases as the cluster size shrinks. These factors
cause th e throughput to continue to decrease w ith increasing num ber forwarders, until
the case where the forwarders become a considerable number of the to ta l nodes such th at
the average hops are suddenly reduced (see Figure 6.1).
T he throughput of the random placement case is b etter than th a t of the uniform
placem ent case because the average hops axe considerably less as can be observed in
Figure 6.1. If the num ber of hops were the sam e for both cases the uniform case would
also do better in term s of throughput. Finally, we observe th a t power control provides the
greatest benefits over non-power-controlled protocols when the distance between source
and destination axe least lim ited and the average num ber of hops axe small.

6.3

M ultihop R esu lts Sum m ary

T his work evaluated the energy savings and throughput of power controlled protocols
in m ultihop wireless packet networks. It was shown th a t there axe extensive benefits in
energy savings by utilizing b o th interm ediate nodes (between source a n d destination) and
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a power-controlled protocol when sending betw een those hops. The throughput (capacity)
was shown to increase when implementing power control though the throughput typically
decrease as more interm ediate hops are used between source and destination.
From this study it can be concluded th a t using power control can always provide
benefits.

However, using shorter range transmissions w ith a greater num ber of hops

between source and destination will be m ost useful for devices with extensive power
constraints, while for devices with less significant power constraints sending directly to
th e destination would be th e best choice.
Using a logical infrastructure w ith designated forwarding agents sending packets be
tween clusters on single shared wireless d a ta channel will further limit the capacity as
th e num ber of clusters is increased. However, as discussed in Section 6.1, when th e rout
ing overhead is taken into account w ith m obility the capacity infrastructureless scenario
m ay decrease more significantly th a n when specified forwarders are used. In addition,
if forwarding agents can be utilized th a t do no t have lim ited energy resources th en the
additional energy savings m ay further justify th eir use. Finally, when the position of the
forwarding agents is not fixed or controllable by the network, it is less beneficial to use
th em unless th e transm ission power can be dynamically adjusted since the non-powercontrolled protocol’s power cannot be adjusted off-line to ex tract the locality benefits in
this case.
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CHAPTER 7
T R A FFIC S H A P IN G IN M ULTIH O P A D HOC
N ET W O R K S
In this chapter we present our studies on the tran sp o rt layer in ad hoc networks,
along w ith our proposal for a new congestion control mechanism. We argue th a t these
issues are particularly im portant when multihop power control is implemented on the
lower layers because the flow of th e traffic in different node neighborhoods can dictate
how much spatial reuse can be tru ly exploited. The studies presented in th is chapter are
based on simulations on the ns2 simulator. This chapter is organized as follows. Section
7.1 introduces the problem of congestion control and presents some of the issues th a t arise
a t the transport layer, specifically due to the nature of the ad hoc networks. Section 7.2
presents several studies where th e problems of the environment showr up a t th e transport
layer. Based on these studies, th e new congestion control mechanism is designed and
presented in Section 7.3, followed by performance evaluation of our proposal in Section
7.4. Section 7.5 concludes the chapter with pointers to future research.

7.1

Introduction

The congestion control issues deal with controlling the number of packets entering
th e network in order to avoid congestion a t interm ediate hops. For congestion control in
wired networks, the Tra n sm iss io n Control Protocol (TCP) [25] was designed assuming
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very low random packet loss probability (up to 1%). In addition to performing congestion
control, T C P also provides reliable d ata delivery.
In an ad hoc network, the channel is a broadcast medium and hence is shared am ong
devices. The shared nature of the m edium and the mobility of nodes cause heavy con
tention and large variations in the available bandwidth. These properties of the channel
in ad hoc networks, along with the increasing bandwidth requirem ents of wireless appli
cations, have instigated research on the tran sp o rt layer in the recent years.
To deal specifically with the problem o f frequent link breakages in ad hoc networks,
several T C P enhancem ents have been proposed [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. However, there are
other issues left unaddressed by TCP and TCP-based mechanisms, leading to their per
formance (throughput and fairness) lim itations in ad hoc networks, which are summarized
below.
• Large R T O 1 values: Link failures are frequent and happen either due to the nodes
moving out of range of each other, or due to heavy contention which is perceived as a
link breakage on repeated failures to deliver a packet. These breakages lead to route
failures which th en result in frequent route recomputations. As different routes m ay
have different round trip times (RTTs), measurements of R T T on different routes
result in laxge variance in its estim ate, resulting in large RTO values (the formula
is usually w ritten RTO = (rtt) -I- 4 x A (rtt)). Variance in R T T is also caused by
large variations in available bandw idth due to poor channel characteristics as well
as changing neighborhood and, therefore, contention in neighborhood arising due
to mobility. These large RTO values cause the T C P sender to stall transmission
for long periods of tim e upon tim eouts.
Retransm ission tim e out.
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• T C P ’s ACK-clocked nature: The congestion control m echanism of T C P uses th e
reception of acknowledgments as a trigger to send more d ata. Therefore, T C P
is said to be ACK-clocked. Thus, the forward traffic for flows th a t have heavy
contention in the ACK p a th will be affected, even though th e forward p ath m ay
not have any contention. Moreover, T C P flows th a t have th e same d a ta and ACK
paths m ay be affected as follows. Because th e MAC layer (IEEE 802.11) requires all
nodes within one hop of a sender-receiver p a ir to rem ain silent for the duration of
transmission, the contention characteristics of th e forward and th e reverse channels
between two nodes are similar. As a result, heavy contention in the forward p a th
also causes heavy contention for the ACKs in the reverse p a th , and thus, the flows
are further penalized.
• Effect on whole flow due to bandwidth variations: The shared na tu re of the medium,
and mobility of nodes causes varying levels of contention, resulting in large varia
tions in the available bandwidth. A flow is only able to send as m any packets from
source to destination as the slowest link can m aintain. T C P ad ap ts the source ra te
based on end-to-end throughput information. This rate adjustm ent information can
take a considerable amount of time to propagate back to th e source. Therefore,
T C P will not keep up w ith the variations in th e slowest link’s available bandw idth,
thus resulting in the loss of packets as the bandw idth of the slowest link decreases,
and an underutilization of the network resources as the bandw idth of the slowest
link increases, causing a reduction in throughput.
To study these problems, we present perform ance studies of T C P on various ad hoc
networks. For all of our simulation studies, we have used the ns2 [31] simulator and
its ad hoc extensions provided by the Monarch [22] research group a t Carnegie Mellon
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University. Like related work on tran sp o rt layer in ad hoc networks [26, 27, 30], we have
also used the dynamic source routing (DSR) [32] protocol for routing in our simulations.
O ur tests are based on static as well as mobile scenarios. T he version of TC P used for our
studies is TCP-Reno since it is the tran sp o rt protocol m ost widely deployed in current
systems. The packet size used is 1460 bytes of data. T he raw channel bandw idth is 2
M b/s and the transmission range of the nodes is 250 m. T he random waypoint model
is used for m obility th a t has two key param eters namely th e maximum speed an d the
pause time. In this model, every node picks up a random point in the given area and
th en moves to th a t point with a speed uniformly distributed between zero and a given
maximum speed. A fter reaching th a t point, it pauses for a given pause tim e and th en
repeats the process by choosing another random destination. Several experiments are
based on a network of 50 nodes in a 1500 by 300 m area w ith a pause time of 0 and a
maximum speed of 20 m /s. Note th a t this particular network is never disconnected, and
hence, there is always a route between any pair of nodes.
Based on these studies, we propose and evaluate a congestion control mechanism
which uses hop-by-hop rate control w ith back-pressure, and addresses the problems men
tioned above. Performing rate control prevents packet bursts, which requires larger buffer
sizes and also leads to unfairness am ong flows. The back-pressure component of our
mechanism, ensures th a t upstream nodes do not overwhelm the downstream nodes. O ur
congestion control algorithm also includes the explicit link failure notification (ELFN)
[26] mechanism, which was originally proposed as an enhancem ent to TCP for ad hoc
networks. Based on studies on the ns2 simulator, we show th a t our protocol has higher
efficiency compared to the ELFN-enhanced T C P 2 under various network loads.
2We will refer to it as TCP-1-ELFN in the rest of this thesis.
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7.2

L im itations o f E xisting C ongestion C ontrol
M echanism s

The current proposals for congestion control in a d hoc networks [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]
attem pt to alleviate the problem arising due to frequent link failures by extending TCP.
In Section 7.1 we presented various reasons for the lim itations of protocols based on TCP.
This section further elaborates the claim by presenting simulation studies of TCP, and
an enhanced version of T C P (TCP-hELFN).
The ELFN approach requires the sender to freeze the T C P state (congestion window,
timers, and R T T estim ate) upon reception of a link failure notification. This message
is originated upon a link failure and sent to senders th a t are using the link. Once in
the frozen state, the sender periodically ([26] suggests a tim e interval of

2

s) probes the

receiver until a full handshake is completed between the sender and the receiver, indi
cating the existence of a valid route. Upon a successful handshake, the sender leaves the
frozen state an d resumes norm al T C P functionality. This proposal also bears similar
ities with several other proposals such as the T C P -F approach [29] and th e bad state
notification approach [30]. Thus, study of ELFN-enhanced T C P gives insight into these
enhancements and also brings out limitations inherent to TCP-based approaches. Our
congestion control protocol (described in Section 7.3) is designed based on studies of the
limitations of TCP, though it also incorporates ideas sim ilar to these enhancem ents.
The high level description of the set of experiments performed, along w ith the key
observations, are as follows:
• The inter-T C P problem: In this experiment, th e aim is to characterize the behavior
of a sequence of one hop T C P and best-effort 3 flows. The network is a chain of
3A11 best-effort flows used in our studies axe backlogged flows; i.e., they always have data to send.
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20 nodes, w ith adjacent pairs separated by the transm ission range. For best-effort
flows, we observed th a t every fourth one-hop flow had a considerably large d a ta
delivery, and for T C P flows this effect was even m ore pronounced. Studies using
the best-effort flows isolate th e behavior for all th e layers up to, but n o t including,
the congestion control layer. Contrasting these studies with T C P studies clearly
isolates th e effect of the T C P layer. Based on these studies, we find th a t the ACK
clocking mechanism of T C P m ay cause heavy unfairness among T C P flows.
• Relay problem: The MAC 802.11 protocol prohibits nodes within one transm ission
range of the sender and the receiver of an ongoing transm ission from participating
in any transm ission or reception. Furthermore, th e range for which a transm ission
can cause interference a t o th er nodes is usually larger th an the transm ission range;
th a t is, the interference range is more than twice th e transmission range in the
ad hoc extensions to the ns2 simulator, which axe based on the specifications of
the Lucent WaveLAN 2Mbps IEEE 802.11 card [33]. This means th a t only a few
(characterized later) hops on a multihop flow could be involved in transm ission at
the same time. Thus, contention induced by packets o f the same flow is a typical
characteristic specific to the ad hoc environment. We have observed th a t in case of
m ultihop flows beyond

6

hops, the throughput for best-effort or T C P flows drops

to ab o u t yth of th a t for a one hop flow. The relevance of rate control for m ultihop
flows has been depicted by a n experiment with a
s e n d in g

10

hop best-effort flow w ith varying

rates. The received d a ta rate peaks for a certain sending rate, and the peak

is about 25% higher than th e case where d a ta is sent a t the fastest possible rate.
This shows th a t sending a t th e appropriate rate will result in high throughput.
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• Fairness issues: We study th e end-to-end behavior of T C P + E L F N , which gives
a user’s perspective of th e effect of congestion control mechanism.

End-to-end

behavior is studied by analyzing the sequence num ber progression for m ultiple flows.
We bring out several fairness issues for m ultiple flows in static as well as dynamic
networks. In several scenarios, some flows do n o t get any service from the network.
The extrem e unfairness tow ard certain flows is a ttrib u te d to the inadequacy of
end-to-end mechanisms for th e ad hoc environm ent. This study thus m otivates the
use of hop-by-hop rate-control-based mechanisms for congestion control in ad hoc
networks.
• Network buffers: We study th e behavior of T C P + E L F N from the network’s per
spective. Study of network buffers gives an understanding of the protocol from the
netw ork’s perspective. T he network buffers need to be optim ally occupied so as to
avoid congestion, w ithout resulting in underutilization of network resources. We
study th e behavior of T C P + E L F N flows, which do not have any mechanisms for
buffer control at interm ediate hops, but have end-to-end congestion control mech
anisms. We bring out several queueing related issues for m ultiple flows in static
as well as dynamic networks. We find th a t d a ta m ight get stalled a t intermedi
ate nodes for prolonged intervals (tens of seconds) due to a significant number of
routing packets, which have higher priority over d a ta packets in our environment.
Based on these studies we m otivate our congestion control mechanism th a t uses
hop-by-hop rate control.
• Comparison with best-effort traffic: This stu d y is aim ed towards characterizing
the perform ance improvements th at one m ay expect out of congestion controlled
traffic, as opposed to best-effort traffic. We present studies on various scenarios
108
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ranging from static to dynam ic networks. We observe uniformly in ail experiments,
though to varying degrees, th a t using no congestion control is better th a n perform
ing T C P ’s congestion control. This clearly shows th a t T C P ’s congestion control
mechanisms, when applied to ad hoc networks, worsening the problems associated
w ith congestion rath er th a n solve them. Thus, new mechanisms are needed.
The following sections present these experiments in full detail and show various results
th a t support the conclusions draw n in the above overview.

7.2.1

T h e inter-T C P problem

In th is experiment, a sequence of

20

nodes was created, where the distance between

adjacent nodes was set to be equivalent to the transm ission range
effort flows were initiated at the first
sequence, thus creating

19

(2 5 0

m). T hen

19

best-

nodes, each sending to their adjacent node in the

one-hop flows in sequence. T he number of packets received

19

at each destination during a

100

s simulation is shown in Figure

7 .1 .

We repeated the

experiment with T C P flows in place of best-effort flows, and the results are shown in
Figure

7 .2 .

In Figure

7 .1 ,

we find th a t about every fouth hop in the sequence has a high data

delivery. T he scenario is illustrated in Figure
from node
2)

1

7 .3 .

If we analyze this scenario starting

, we find th a t the transmission on the first hop (i.e., from node

competes with the

m in im u m

1

to node

num ber of flows (as there are no flows to its left). So

the best-effort flow on the first hop has a higher chance to access the channel. The
CTS and ACK from node

2

to node

1

for this transm ission would cause node

3

to defer

its transm ission, as the RTS and DATA transmission from node 1 would cause enough
interference a t node

3

for it to reduce its channel access. Note th at the interference region
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Figure 7.1 Inter-TC P problem: 19
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Figure 7.3 Inter-TC P problem: Effect of m ultiple one-hop flows
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for a transm ission is more th an twice th e transmission range in our sim ulator. Similarly,
the interference caused by the CTS an d ACK packets a t node 4 would influence th e flow
from node 4 to node 5. As a result, th e

1 st

hop shows b e tte r throughput com pared to

the next three hops. From the perspective of node 5, th e scenario is very sim ilar to node
1,

as there is very little contention from th e nodes to its left, and the same argum ent can

be repeated to understand the peaking a t about every fourth hop. Note th a t in Figure
7.1 the 9 th and 11th hops have high best-effort delivery because of s i m ila r effects rippling
from both ends of the sequence.
We observe a sim ilar effect but even more pronounced in case of T C P flows (see
Figure 7.2). E very fourth hop transm ission has much higher throughput com pared to
other hops. T he result is a com bination of the effects of the MAC access p attern , as
depicted in case of th e best-effort flows, along with th e ACK clocking mechanism of TCP.
As a result of T C P being ACK clocked, the forward channel t r ansmission depends also
on the characteristics of the reverse channel. In ad hoc networks, the forward and reverse
paths have sim ilar characteristics when the flow traverses a single hop. For successful
transmission in either direction (data packet or ACK) all transmissions w ithin one hop
of the source or destination have to be deferred. This results in every fourth hop having
good forward an d reverse channel characteristics and, hence, a much higher throughput
compared to o th er hops. The lower forward data rate, as well as the lower ACK reception
rate, doubly penalizes flows other th a n every fourth flow. Note th at this behavior not
only applies to this particular long chain scenario but will be a characteristic of networks
with multiple one-hop or short flows. T his shows th a t even barring the unfairness th a t
exists due to MAC and the location dependent nature of the network (as captured by
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the studies using best-effort traffic), T C P ’s ACK-clocked nature can significantly worsen
the unfairness.

7.2.2

T h e relay problem

For this study, we evaluated a simple network th a t consisted of a chain of nodes,
where adjacent pairs were again separated by the transm ission range. However, here a
single flow was initiated over an increasing num ber of hops. Figure 7.4 shows how the
throughput of a best-effort flow and th at of a T C P flow decreases w ith an increasing
number of hops, and then stabilizes after a certain point. A transmission on one hop can
prohibit transm ission in three to five other hops, which can be observed in Figure 7.5. As
illustrated in the previous section, deferring transm issions due to overheard RTS/CTS
packets and the interference caused by the d ata an d the control packet transmissions
prohibit simultaneous tr a n sm is s io n s in a few neighboring hops. Thus, every fourth, fifth
or sixth hop could be tr an sm it t i n g a t the same tim e and therefore, the throughput for
long chains should drop to between | and | of throughput for one hop flows.

However,
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Figure 7.4 D ata delivery for single T C P and best-effort flow
all stations do not contend at th e same tim e (are not synchronized) because th e backoff
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F ig u r e 7.5 Relay Problem: D a ta transmission every fourth, fifth or sixth hop in a single
m ultihop flow
values are randomized so th e observed throughput for multihop transmissions is further
reduced. We observe th a t com pared to the throughput of a 1-hop flow, th e 10-hop flow
receives about j of the bandw idth. The reduced throughput of a T C P flow compared
to th a t of a best-effort flow is due to TC P ACKs occupying a portion of th e channel
bandwidth, in addition to th e ex tra contention introduced by the reverse ACK traffic.
Figure 7.6 shows the result of a best-effort flow w ith different sending rates over a 10
hop sequence of nodes, where each adjacent node is separated by the transm ission range.
The curve w ith the unchanged MAC in Figure 7.6 shows th a t the receiving ra te increases
linearly with the sending rate, up to a d ata rate of ab o u t 25 packets/s, and th e n decreases
to about 20 packets/s for sending rates of 40 packets/s and beyond. Since there are no
other flows in th e network, th is cleaxly illustrates how a flow at very high rates contends
w ith itself. Beyond a certain sending rate (40 packets/s), the receiving ra te does not
vary significantly, and only th e first few nodes (about six as inferred from Figure 7.4) are
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prim arily involved in th e intraflow contention, reducing the d a ta rate enough for it to be
sustainable by the rem aining sequence of nodes. This study indicates th e need for rate
control, which can improve the throughput by as much as 25% for best-effort traffic in
ad hoc networks.
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F ig u re 7.6 Relay problem: R esetting the contention window

To alleviate the problem of reduced throughput due to intraflow contention, we pro
pose a MAC-level enhancem ent. As described earlier, while contending for a channel
after a successful transmission, the num ber of slots th at a node defers for is based on a
random value between zero and the contention window (cw). Hence, nodes with higher
cw contend less aggressively. If a node can somehow learn th at a packet being sent will be
forwarded by the next hop, then it can contend less aggressively by using a higher value
of cw th a n other nodes, thus providing th e next hop with a greater greater probability
of success. For a source routed packet, th e routing information can be extracted and
used to learn if the packet will be forwarded by the next hop node. Alternatively, the
indication of whether th e next hop needs to forward the packet can be sent in

1

bit of in

form ation in the MAC layer ACK from the next hop. We tried various values of cw when
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nodes decide to contend less aggressively. T hree improvements are shown in Figure 7.6
th a t correspond to different cw settings for less aggressive contention. The figure shows
th a t the technique of contending less aggressively when the next hop node is known to
be contending improves the throughput, an d this technique is not particularly sensitive
to the exact cw value used by the forwarding node. This m echanism lowers th e buffer
length requirements a t the interm ediate nodes and reduces the end-to-end delay jitte r by
forwarding packets before they can be delayed through com petition with preceding nodes
sending packets corresponding to the sam e flow. Although we used the simple topology
of a sequence of nodes to illustrate the relay problem, this problem also appears in more
complex topologies because the node will always compete w ith a t least the imm ediate
next hop for a given flow.

7.2.3

C om parison w ith b est-effort traffic

This study is aim ed towards understanding the performance improvements th a t one
m ay expect out of congestion controlled traffic as opposed to best-effort traffic. We study
the performance of T C P + E L F N under th e following scenarios:
• Static network with background traffic: We observe th a t th e performance of TCP-t-ELFN
is b e tter th an th a t of TCP, but best-effort delivery is even higher th an th a t of
T C P+E L FN .
• Dynamic network with no background traffic: Once again, th e T C P + E L F N is b etter
th a t th an of TC P, but best-effort delivery is much higher.
• Dynamic network with background traffic: T C P + E L F N performs slightly worse
than TCP, but best-effort delivery is still higher than T C P delivery.
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We observe th a t for many scenarios T C P and T C P+E L FN are worse th an best-effort
traffic in term s of delivery. This shows th e inadequacy of T C P and T C P enhancements
such as T C P + E L F N th at restrict th e num ber of packets sent over a given time period
based on end-to-end feedback information, th a t is frequently outdated. These studies are
presented in detail in the rem a in in g section.

7.2.3.1

Static network with background traffic

We evaluated the performance of T C P + E L F N , TCP and best-effort flows with three
different experiments implemented in the ns2 simulator and run for 100 s. Each of the
above flows are tested in a static netw ork w ith background traffic generated by two
best-effort flows. Figure 7.7 shows th e sequence number sent for T C P and T C P + E L F N
flows. In addition, the figure co nfirm s th a t the source has a valid route for the duration
of the simulation. As expected, the perform ance of T C P + E L F N is b etter th an T C P
(about twice in this case).

Note th a t in this scenario, there is no mobility b u t the

congestion caused by the background traffic results in transm ission failures which are
mistakenly interpreted as link failures. T C P + E L F N stops sending packets during these
heavy congestion periods and hence can improve on the total throughput. When we have
a best-effort flow ru n n in g between th e same hosts with the same offered load, we observe
th a t the best-effort receiver can receive 2871 packets. This is significantly more th an
TC P+EL FN , which can send less th a n 400 packets, dem onstrating th a t the congestion
control m e c h a n ism s of TCP-type m ethods actually worsen th e situation rather th an
improve it. Therefore, T C P ’s end-to-end congestion control m ethod is not suited for the
ad hoc environment.
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F ig u r e 7.7 Performance of T C P + E L F N and TCP flows in a static network w ith back
ground traffic
7 .2 .3 .2

D y n a m ic n e tw o rk w ith n o b a c k g ro u n d tra ffic

Figure 7.8 shows th e results of running best-effort and T C P + E L F N flows together at
th e same source-destination pair for a 1500 by 300 m scenario w ith 50 nodes, each having
a pause time of 0 and a maximum speed of 20 m /s. Similarly, Figure 7.9 presents the
results for another pair of end hosts. N ote th a t the lower slope of the best-effort curve
indicates th a t it does not overwhelm th e MAC layer, blocking th e T C P + E L F N traffic.
We observe th a t the performance of th e best-effort flow is b e tte r than T C P + E L F N in
b o th cases. Once again, the total num ber of packets delivered to the destination is more
for best-effort th an for T C P+E L FN . T his indicates th a t the inadequacy of T C P + E L F N ’s
congestion control mechanism.
The throughput graphs presented in Figures 7.10 and 7.11 are for the same experi
m ents as presented in Figures 7.8 an d 7.9, bu t with T C P flows in place of T C P + E L F N
flows. This again shows th at T C P does considerably worse th a n the simple best-effort
flow for an ad hoc networks. If we look a t Figure 7.8 we see th a t T C P attem p ts to send
a large number of packets within a sm all period of time. It th e n retransm its several
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packets m any times, causing its backoff tim er to increase. The flow can then send a
small num ber of additional packets for the remaining sim ulation time, even though the
source has a valid route for th e m ajority of the sim ulation. The significant num ber of
packets sent for the initial phase of the simulation causes congestion, and the periodic
outages (where a new route needs to be computed from th e source) causes T C P backoff
multiplicatively. These effects in concert cause TCP to perform particularly bad for this
case. Note th at for the sam e case (Figure 7.8), T C P + E L F N does considerably b etter
by freezing its backoff tim ers and periodic probing for a valid path. This allows it to
contend more aggressively when th e channel conditions (connectivity) allow, however it
still perform s worse th a n th e simple best-effort traffic flow as shown above.
For th e dynamic scenarios w ith no background traffic, we also studied the RTO values.
In Section 7.1, we presented the reasons th a t large RTO values can result in th e ad
hoc environment. Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 show th e RTO values corresponding to
Figures 7.10 and 7.11. RTO values of 20s are not u n c o m m o n in these scenarios, which
leads to stalling of the T C P sessions upon timeouts.

T his results in a low observed

throughput, as shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, due to T C P under-utilizing the network
resources.

7.2.3.3

Dynamic network with background traffic

We tested the perform ance of T C P + E L F N , TCP, a n d best-effort flows in three dif
ferent experiments of 100 s w ith background traffic of two best-effort flows in a 50-node
network, each having a m axim um speed of 20 m /s and pause tim e of 0. Figure 7.14 shows
the sent sequence num ber for T C P and T C P+EL FN . T he performance of T C P + E L F N
is slightly worse than T C P in this case. For the best-effort flow, we obtained a to ta l d a ta
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delivery of 1736 packets, which is again considerably greater th a n the number of packets
delivered for T C P + E L F N , further confirm in g th a t T C P-based congestion control is not
well suited for the ad hoc environment.
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F ig u r e 7.14 Performance of T C P + E L F N and T C P flows in a dynamic network with
background traffic

7.2.4

N etwork buffers

As discussed in Section 7.1, the amount of buffering in the network affects the RTT
and RTO estimates, which in tu rn affects the period of tim eouts and thus, the network
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throughput of T C P connections. Studying the network buffers also helps in understand
ing the conditions th a t cause buffer overflows. This can lead to improved protocol designs
and may in some cases justify the need for provisioning more buffer space at nodes. We
study network buffers for both static a n d dynamic scenarios. These scenarios consist of
50 nodes random ly placed in a 1500 by 300 m area. The m obility model for the dynamic
scenario has a m aximum speed of 20 m /s and a pause tim e of 0. For all simulations
presented in th is section, 10 TCP flows between randomly chosen source and destination
pairs were sim ulated.
In the ns2 sim ulator, separate prioritized MAC queues are m aintained for various
packet types w ith highest to lowest priority queues being routing, real-tim e, low-delay,
and norm al packets. A packet is selected from a queue only when its higher-priority
queues are empty. For our simulations, th e real-time queue was not used. The routing
packets (DSR in our case) are stored in th e routing queue, ACK packets are considered
low-delay, and address resolution protocol (ARP) and T C P d a ta packets are classified
as normal packets. The graphs presented in this section show only the routing and the
normal queues (labeled the data queue for the figures), where the routing queue has
higher precedence. The maximum queue size is 50 for all queues.
Figure 7.15 shows the routing and norm al queue sizes of th e interm ediate node with
highest average norm al queue size for a static network. In this figure, the queue sizes never
exceed the m axim um capacity because th e routing packets arrive in short, infrequent
bursts. Note th a t even for static networks, routing packets are generated during data
transmission as a result of extensive packet delays (for reasons such as contention caused
by different packets from the same flow or different flows com peting a t neighboring nodes),
causing nodes to assume link breakages. T he static case shows th a t the network can
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handle the traffic level without congestion or packet drops. A sim ilar result is presented
for th e dynam ic scenario in Figure 7.16.

Although the g raph corresponds to a n ad

hoc netw ork th a t is always connected, the routing and norm al queues are filled for a
considerable period of the sim ulation because of congestion, contention, and changes in
node connectivity. Note th a t th e num ber of packets in the norm al queue continues to
grow as long as routing packets axe present and axe not dequeued until no routing packets
remain. T he fact th a t the sta tic network can handle these 10 flows without causing
overflow a t any node in the netw ork indicates th a t it is mobility th a t causes congestion as
a result of link breakages and significant routing overhead. High mobility of nodes causes
frequent route disruptions, resulting in large numbers of routing packets, which force the
TC P packets to reside in the netw ork buffers for significant periods of time. This, in tu rn ,
causes m a n y tim eouts, followed retransm issions th a t waste netw ork resources. Therefore,
intelligent m anagem ent of queues is even more critical for mobile networks, where d a ta
packets can be significantly delayed or dropped due to changes in network configuration,
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th an in static networks. To reduce th e incidences of queue overflows, congestion control
mechanisms are needed th at avoid bursting of packets a n d adapt more quickly to the
changes in the channel conditions incurred by mobility. Unlike TCP, mechanisms based
on ra te control do not burst out packets and keep th e buffer size low. Further, varying
the transm ission rate at the individual nodes composing a flow based to changes in link
quality a t interm ediate hops can allow for faster adaptation avoiding buffer overflow. A
m ethod th a t incorporates both of these approaches is introduced in Section 7.3. However,
we first look at fairness issues associated w ith competing flows.

7.2.5

Fairness issues

In wireless networks, users frequently receive an unfair allocation of system resources
due to one node taking control of the channel or one flow reducing its congestion window,
thus allowing another to maintain a larger window and send m ore packets. This problem
was dem onstrated in TC P [34] and will also be present in T C P+ E L FN because it also
relies on a similar congestion window m ethod for controlling packet transmissions. Here,
we stu d y fairness properties for static and dynamic scenarios. Both of these scenarios
consist of 50 nodes randomly placed on a 1500 by 300 m area. The m obility model
for th e dynamic scenario has a m axim um speed of 20 m /s and pause time of 0. For
all sim ulations presented in this section, 10 T C P flows were initiated between random ly
chosen source and destination pairs.
In Figures 7.17 and 7.18 the sequence number progression is shown for a sta tic and
dynamic network, respectively. The figures show only the two flows receiving th e highest
and th e two receiving the lowest service from the network. They dem onstrate th a t in
a mobile network w ith multiple flows, th e throughput can be significantly different for
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com peting flows. This is particularly evident when com paring short range flows (those
requiring only a few hops like flow 1 ) to longer range flows (those requiring a larger number
of hops like flow 4). The short range flows have fewer tim eouts and a larger congestion
window causing them to contend more aggressively. In th e static figure, flow

1

(requiring

one hop) sends significantly m ore packets than flow 4 (requiring five hops) as a result of
short range flows contending m ore aggressively, which causes longer range flows to backoff
and fu rth er reduce their contention window. Here b o th flows 3 and 4 require only one
hop between source and destination; however, their perform ance is substantially below
th a t of flow

1

because they reside in an area of th e network where a greater number

of nodes are competing for th e channel. Noting th a t the graph corresponding to the
dynam ic network is always connected. We see th a t flow 1 (requiring one hop on average)
sends considerably more packets th an flow 4 (requiring four hops on average).

Even

if we take into account the fact th a t multiple flows are contending, we have observed
th a t b o th T C P + E L F N and T C P result in an unfair network resource distribution due
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to th e congestion a t interm ediate hops. Notice th a t in the mobile case, flows 2, 3, and
4 m aintain the same level for some periods during the simulation while E LFN freezes
th e T C P timers and sends probe packets in search of a valid route. In all these studies
we observe th at large bursts from one flow can cause other flows to assume congestion
a n d backoff. Mechanisms based on ra te control attem pt to avoid bursts of d a ta and,
therefore, would be m ore suited for ad hoc environments.

7.3

Our C on gestion C ontrol M echanism

In this section we first present an overview of our congestion control m echanism
followed by a detailed description of the ra te control component.

7.3.1

O verview

In wireless m ultihop mobile networks, packets must often be relayed by m any in
term ediate nodes to reach th eir final destination. The capacity of the links connecting
these intermediate nodes can vary greatly. This m ay result in queue overflows a t some
of th e nodes along th e p a th if the capacity of an incoming link is greater th a n th a t of an
outgoing link. This problem is further com pounded by multiple source-destination pairs
sending packets sim ultaneously over intersecting paths such th a t some of the nodes be
come bottlenecks (points of congestion). Most current methods for handling congestion
rely on end-to-end flow control. However, due to the slow response in rate adjustm ents
of end-to-end protocols in reacting to congestion, many packets will be dropped by in
term ediate nodes. Im plem enting rate control a t each hop, on the other hand, can reduce
th e response tim e an d prevent dropping packets th a t have already traversed m ultiple
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hops. These m ethods axe referred to as bacfc-pressure based, since they require feedback
to relieve the downstream congestion.
O ur congestion control algorithm is based on hop-by-hop ra te control with back
pressure.

Here, every node maintains an outgoing rate for every flow (defined by a

source-destination pair) passing through it. T he sending rates are adaptively adjusted
for each node traversed by a flow. These rates are updated every epoch (a constant
tim e interval chosen off-line), based on a ra te control algorithm th a t will be described
in detail later in this section. The rate control uses two metrics, namely the num ber of
packets received during the epoch, and the num ber of packets successfully transm itted
to th e next hop during the epoch. These two metrics are used to perform a variant
of LIMD (linear increase multiplicative decrease) to update th e sending rates for each
flow a t each node. Nodes have per-flow queues. Every node informs the upstream node
(w ith respect to a particular flow) of its outgoing rate by piggybacking on the MAC
layer ACKs corresponding to a packet sent from the upstream node. To ensure th a t a
node does not overwhelm the downstream node, the rate of a flow is never allowed to
exceed the outgoing ra te of the downstream node. Similar to the proposed ELFN [26, 27]
mechanism, we also use explicit link failure notification to avoid sending any d ata in the
network for the period during which the route is known to be broken. Various components
of our congestion control mechanism are described as follows:
• R ate control: As discussed in Section 7.2, bursting packets into the network m ay
cause reduced throughput and unfairness, which we observed for TCP-based mech
anisms. From th e perspective of the network, bursting leads to large buffer require
m ents and causes high and variable R TT, which results in large RTO estimates.
This means th a t T C P estimates the round trip time to be larger than it actually
126
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is such, th a t it takes even longer to adjust to changes in available rate (based on
network conditions). We also studied th e unfairness can result due to a few flows
congesting th e network because of th eir bursty nature.

R ate control paces out

packets and, therefore, avoids large RTO estim ates and unfairness observed due to
T C P ’s bursty nature, g
• Hop-by-hop: O ur proposed mechanism maintains rates a t every hop for a flow.
Hop-by-hop ra te control, thus attem p ts to do rate control in the network, as op
posed to end-to-end. Based on studies summarized in Section 7.2, hop-by-hop is
preferred mainly for three reasons. F irst, end-to-end mechanisms such as TCP have
fairness problems due to their inability to control the flows a t the interm ediate hops.
Second, bursty channel access p attern s m ay cause queues to become very large in
the network, even though the T C P flows are controlled in an end-to-end fashion.
Third, in end-to-end mechanisms, th e control information has to travel all the way
to the source before the rate can be updated. However hop-by-hop mechanisms are
more responsive since the previous hop needs to update th e rate rath er than the
end host.
• Back-pressure: The information ab o u t congestion is propagated back towards the
source by piggybacking the outgoing rate on the ACK corresponding to packets
received from th e upstream node. T his is used to detect incipient congestion and
ensures th a t a node never gets overwhelmed by packets from the upstream node.
• Explicit link failure notification (ELFN) [26]: This mechanism was originally pro
posed as an enhancem ent to T C P when used in ad hoc networks in order to handle
packet losses due to link failures. E L FN prevents the sender from reacting to losses
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due to link failures. Also, it does not allow the sender to sta rt using a route until it
has been verified to be correct. These properties make it very useful for scenarios
where link breakages due to mobility are frequent. The original proposal suggested
its use with TCP, b u t in Section 7.2 we discussed several lim itations of TCP-based
mechanisms for ad hoc networks.
We adapt ELFN to work w ith our congestion control mechanism. W hen a link fail
ure is observed while forwarding a d a ta packet, an explicit link failure notification
message (may be sam e as route error message in DSR [32]) is generated and sent
back to the source. Upon receiving of a route failure notification message, the flow
is frozen (rate is set to zero) at the tran sp o rt as well as the fink layer, and the
sender enters a standby mode. In the standby state, the sender sends out a probe
packet every

2

s, which is the unacknowledged packet w ith the lowest sequence

number. On receiving of an ACK for a probe packet (the probe packet and the
corresponding ACK are specially m arked), the source leaves the standby mode, sets
the rate to th e values it h a d before freezing, and resumes norm al operation.
• In-band signaling: Introducing extra packets can add to the congestion in ad hoc
networks, which already have considerably lim ited network resources. So the proto
col was designed so as to not require any extra signaling packets .4 T he MAC layer
DATA and the ACK packets for a flow axe used to piggyback congestion control
related signaling inform ation for updating the rates at the interm ediate nodes.
T here is, however, a design issue related to rate control th a t require further inves
tigation. Maintenance of per-flow state at every hop is expensive in term s of memory
4Note that reliability mechanisms usually require end-to-end acknowledgments; however, we are fo
cusing on congestion control mechanisms in this dissertation.
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requirements. M echanisms not requiring per-flow state, such as mechanisms based on
per neighbor sta te need further study.

7.3.2

R a te con trol algorithm

The rate control algorithm is executed a t th e end of every epoch for each flow passing
through a node. T he ra te m ay also change on reception of MAC layer ACKs containing
the outgoing ra te of a downstream node. If the current rate (at th e node receiving the
ACK) exceeds th e downstream node’s outgoing rate, then th e rate is reduced to m atch
th a t of the bottleneck node downstream.
We now present th e pseudo code shown in Figure 7.19 th a t relates to the backpressure
algorithm discussed above th a t controls th e outgoing rate of interm ediate hops in a flow
based on local an d downstream state inform ation. Lines 1 through

8

describe th e flow

specific state th a t is m aintained at every node. The expressions recuj and s e n tf represent
the number of successfully received and successfully sent packets for flow / in th e current
epoch. The expression recu/ is measured based on the num ber of incoming packets for
the flow which are stored in the queue during the current epoch. The expression s e n tf
represents the num ber of packets successfully delivered at the next hop during the current
epoch. The successful queueing of the packet is represented by a 1-bit flag in th e MAC
layer ACK. O n reception of the flag on th e ACK, the sen t/ value is incremented by 1
and is reset a t beginning of every epoch. Thus, when the fink is congested or th e next
hop queue does n o t have available space, th e number of successfully sent packets does
not increase. We show how the algorithm uses this inform ation later in the algorithm .
The term

77

is th e flow’s computed rate. T he terms r .u p f and rjdcm nj are the rates

of the upstream and th e downstream nodes respectively. T he variable in c f represents
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1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

V ariables a t each n o d e p e r flow / :
recvf
/ / # packets received during epoch
sent/
/ / # packets sent during epoch
r/
/ / sending rate
rjupf
I / Upstream, node’s outgoing rate
rjdownf I I Downstream node’s outgoing rate
incj *—ct I I Additive amount to increase rate by
decf *—( } / / Multiplicative factor to decrease by

A t th e en d of e ach epoch:
foreach / 6 {flows traversing this node}
expjpkts/ <—m m {recvf,r/ x epochjinterval}
if(recv/ = 0 )
Do not change r /
else if(send/ ~ expjpkts/)
r / <— min{rjd o w n j,rf -{-inc/}
dec/ <—0
else
r / <—m in{r_dou;n/,r/x (1 —dec/)}
dec/ <— min^Tnox, 2 x dec/}

20 O n receiving a M A C layer DATA packet:
21 Extract rjapj from ACK packet
2 2 if(rjupf is much lower than r/)
23
inc/ <—0
24 else
25
inc/ <— a

26 O n receiving a M A C layer A CK packet:
27 Extract rJLownf from ACK packet
28 Tf *—min{r_dotwn/,r/}

F ig u r e 7.19 Pseudo code for backpressure algorthm
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the increment step th a t can take two possible values: zero or a constant ex. T he initial
values of the rates a t every hop are set by the first d a ta packet on a route after route
(re) com putation. As described in Section 7.2, the throughput of a T C P connection goes
down with increasing number of hops. We use this ideal throughput to initialize the rates
based on the length of the route. Lines 9 through 19 describe how this rate is updated
based on the rate control algorithm . At the end of an epoch, the rates of all th e flows
passing through the node are updated. Based on the duration and the rate of a flow, the
expected num ber of outgoing packets is computed, which cannot exceed the number of
packets received (line

1 1 ).

There is no reason to update th e rate if there were no received

packets in the epoch (line 12). If th e num ber of packets sent out is alm ost sam e as the
number of packets expected to have been served from th e flow, then the flow can probe
for more bandw idth, but the rate should not exceed th e downstream node’s rate (line
15). Otherwise, the rate is decreased by a multiplicative factor dec/ (line 18). In order
to achieve higher throughput efficiency th a n TCP, which drops outgoing rate by 50% on
observing losses, we start with a m ore genial decrease factor (lines

8

and 16). However,

reduction of rate in successive epochs is an indication of sustained congestion, which is
handled by doubling the decrease factor dec/ (line 19) up to a certain m axim um value
(typically 0.5).
In case the upstream node has a very low rate compared to the node’s current outgoing
rate, further increase in

77

is of no use. Furthermore, if th e rate is much higher th an the

upstream node, then it may burst out packets rather th a n pacing them out. So for low
values of upstream node’s outgoing rate, we set the probe param eter in c f to

0

instead of

the constant a (fines 22 through 25). Similarly the dow nstream node’s rate is extracted
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from every MAC layer ACK, an d th e rate is constrained by the dow nstream node’s rate
(lines 26 through 28) in order to avoid overwhelming th e downstream node.

7.4

Perform ance Evaluation

We compare the performance of our congestion control m echanism w ith T C P and
T C P + E L F N . Congestion control is concerned w ith how m any rath e r th an which packets
are transm itted. So we implemented our congestion control mechanism using best-effort
sources th a t always have d a ta to send. To be fair to T C P ’s congestion control measure
ments, we introduced dummy acknowledgment packets in our best-effort mechanism, and
for TCP, we measured the to ta l num ber of packets received at the destination rath er than
th e largest packet sequence num ber. Thus, duplicate packets were counted as separate
packets. We study the progression of the num ber of packets received at the destination,
for all the three congestion control mechanisms for th e following scenarios:
• Static network: Linear sequence of nodes: To understand the behavior of th e three
mechanisms, we first studied this simple netw ork consisting of 10 nodes in a se
quence, with adjacent nodes separated by th e transm ission range. T here were two
flows, one from node 1 to node 10 and another from node 2 to node 9. In the case
of T C P (see Figure 7.20), the flow with fewer hops takes over the resources for
most of the tim e and th e other flow goes through several tim eouts. There is large
unfairness between the two flows. In the case of T C P + E L F N (Figure 7.21), the
unfairness is reduced. T he fewer-hop flow enters the frozen sta te multiple times
due to failed transm ission of d ata packets, which are m istakenly assum ed to be in
dications of link failures. T he other flow attem p ts to take over the channel dining
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those brief tim e periods, thus reducing th e unfairness gap. However, th e combined
efficiency of the two flows is reduced com pared to th a t of TCP. For rate-controlled
flows (Figure 7.22), the results show improved fairness compared to Figures 7.20
and 7.20. T he total throughput is also close to th a t of TCP.
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Static Network with 50 nodes: For this scenario, we took 50 nodes random ly placed
in a 1500 by 300 m area w ith no mobility. Figure 7.23 shows the throughput for
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two T C P flows in this scenario. We observe th a t one TCP flow stalls for a long
period of time. As described above, transm ission failures indicate false link failures,
which cause packet drops. These packet drops m ay cause tim eouts an d stall the
T C P sender, while the other TCP flows take over the channel completely. This
problem is avoided by T C P+E L FN (Figure 7.24), as the T C P sender does not
react to losses resulting from link failures. We observe similar net throughput, and
highly improved fairness properties in this case. In addition, using ra te control
(Figure 7.25), we are able to further improve the to tal throughput a t the cost of
slight unfairness, though the throughput of the individual flows is higher th an th at
of T C P+ E L FN .
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F ig u r e 7.24 Static 50-node 1500 by
300 m network with two T C P + E L F N
flows

F ig u r e 7 .2 3 Static 50-node 1500 by
300 m network with two T C P flows

• Dynam ic network with 50 nodes: To test th e performance our protocol under mo
bility we took 50 nodes in 1500 by 300 m area w ith maximum speed of 20 m /s and
0 pause time. Once again we studied two flows for a period of 100s. For T C P flows
(Figure 7.26), we observe high unfairness resulting due to one flow taking over the
channel completely and the other flow stalling for long periods of tim e. The total
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F ig u r e 7.25 Static 50-node 1500 by
300 m network with two rate-controlled
flows
throughput is improved in case of T C P + E L F N (Figure 7.27). Although only one
flow is able to tran sm it and the other flow is able to transm it only few packets.
Thus, th e fairness worsens in case of T C P + E L F N , though w ith an improvement
in net throughput. Figure 7.28 shows improved fairness properties between the
two flows when ra te control is employed. T he net throughput of the two flows is,
however, close to th a t of TCP.
Thus, we see th at our protocol has b etter fairness properties com pared to the con
gestion control mechanisms of TCP and T C P + E L F N in various scenarios.

In static

scenarios, we also improve the total throughput. However, the combined throughput in
dynamic scenarios is slightly reduced.

7.5

C onclusions

The problem of congestion control deals w ith controlling the num ber of packets enter
ing the network so as to avoid congestion. For congestion control in wired networks, the
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tr a n s m ission

control protocol (TCP) [25] was designed assuming very low random packet

loss probability (up to 1%). In an ad hoc network, the channel is a broadcast medium
and, hence, is shared among many devices. T he shared nature of th e m edium and mo
bility of nodes cause heavy contention and large variations in the available bandwidth.
These properties of th e channel in ad hoc networks cause the T C P sender to maintain
slow t r a n sm ission rates. The ACK-clocked n ature of T C P is also shown to be bad for
such environments. Further, large RTO values (due to reasons related to the dynamic
n atu re of the network as explained in Section 7.1) maintained by T C P senders in these
scenarios affect the performance of T C P flows by reducing the protocol’s ability to adapt
to changes in the network. We study these behaviors of TCP using th e ns2 simulator.
In an attem pt to solve these problems experienced by T C P in this environemnt,
we proposed and evaluated a congestion control mechanism based on hop-by-hop rate
control with back-pressure. Based on studies on the ns2 simulator, we show that our
protocol has better fairness properties com pared to the congestion control mechanisms
of T C P and T C P + E L F N in various scenarios. In static scenarios, we also dem onstrated a
considerable improvement in the total throughput. However, the combined throughput in
dynamic scenarios is slightly reduced. This m ay be overcome by adding a short signaling
message to the MAC th a t conveys congestion information w ithout waiting for a data
packet to be sent from the upstream node so th a t it can be piggybacked on the ACK.
This will allow a congested node to im m ediately notify an upstream node to slow its
rate. Regardeless, further studies are needed to provide a complete congestion avaidance
m ethod for ad hoc networks. However, such work is outside the scope of this thesis so
we proceed discuss some of the im plem entation issues of the approaches defined through
this research.
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CHAPTER 8
IM PLEM EN TA TIO N ISSU E S
In this section, some of the issues pertaining to im plem enting the protocols and
methods proposed in this dissertation are reviewed. Here we discuss several pertinent
issues relating to the design and im plem entation of PCM A. The first im plem entation
issue is some of the limitations of power control protocols, including determ ining the
initial power level to reach the destination and collision avoidance of ACKs in th e RPTSAPTS-DATA-ACK handshake. T he second issue deals w ith a set of design choices for
enabling PC M A to operate robustly in th e presence of diverse channel conditions. Next
a generic air interface is shown th a t would support the needs of PCMA to dem onstrate
the complexity and feasibility of im plem enting a mobile node with PCMA. Finally, the
ability of PCM A to coexist with 802.11 is investigated.

8.1

L im itations o f P ow er-C ontrolled P rotocols

In this section, two issues pertaining to the control sequence in power-controlled MAC
protocols for shared access mobile networks are investigated. The first issue is th a t before
doing an initial handshake with th e destination, the source does not know the am ount of
power needed to reach the destination and, therefore, does not know how long it should
backoff. T he second issue is protecting th e ACK from collision a t the source.
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8.1.1

In itia l tran sm ission pow er level

As m entioned in Section 4.3, power-controlled protocols provide some initial biasing
toward short range source-destination pairs in the contention process under high network
loads. The reason specified was th a t the upper power bound (calculated from the busy
tone pulses sent by neighboring receivers) becomes sm aller as the load is increased. As
load increases there are more active transm itters th a t will expose the receivers to more
background noise such th a t th ey can tolerate less power from new transm itters, reducing
the power bound. This reduces th a t probability th a t a source requiring a significant
amount of power to reach its destination will be able avoid collisions with oth er receivers,
and still send w ith enough power to reach its destination. Therefore, these hosts will be
forced to backoff with a greater probability.
An addition problem associated w ith the current PC M A backoff mechanism th a t also
has an im pact on the fairness is th a t after sending an R P T S at most seven tim es th e MAC
layer gives up sending th a t packet. It is then up to the tran sp o rt layer to decide w hat to
do with the packet, in which case the transport layer m ay decide to make ano th er send
request to the MAC or go onto th e next packet, depending on the type of application.
Backing off and retransm itting a t the transport layer adds delay to the transmission.
The problem here is th a t the source does not know the am ount of power needed to reach
its destination before the successful completion of a control handshake (R P T S /A P T S
exchange).

PCM A’s approach is to send the packet ju st below th a t allowed by the

current transm ission power upper bound (see Section 3.2). As a result, when th e source
times out after sending a R P T S because it did not receiver a corresponding A PTS, it
does not know which of the following occurred:
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• T he destination is o u t of m a x im u m transm ission range and a new route should be
computed.
• T he destination does n o t respond in order to avoid colliding with another tran s
mission, so the source should try back after th e completion of the transmission.
• T he current power th e R PT S is sent with is not enough to reach the destination,
an d the source should wait until a larger floor size can be acquired (a greater
transm ission power is allowed).
T he first two problems are also present in non-power-controlled collision avoidance
networks protocols, but th e last is particular to power-controlled collision avoidance pro
tocols. One m ethod to overcome this may be to place the initial control packets involved
in th e handshake (RPTS, A PTS) on a separate control channel such th a t the m axim um
power can be used to send th e RPTS so th a t we can th en disregard the last point.
However, to make this approach reasonable, th e control channel would have to take
up significantly less spectrum th a n the data channel, but this means the control packets
would take considerably longer to send, significantly delaying the transmission of th e d a ta
packet. To overcome this th e R PTS packet could be sent before the end of the current
d a ta t r a n s m ission such th a t the d a ta is not delayed. However, if the there are collisions
(as often happens when th e network is heavily loaded), the R PT S/A PT S transm ission
could still cause considerable delays to the start of the the d a ta packet transmission.
A nother approach would be to incorporate a more sophisticated backoff mechanism
into power-controlled MAC protocols, one th a t n o t only uses a multiplicative increase in
tim e for the backoff but also waits for some change in available floor size. PCMA currently
used a backoff mechanism sim ilar to 802.11. W hile this simple backoff mechanism does
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n o t prevent PC M A from dem onstrating considerable improvements, its limitations can
be improved with a more sophisticated backoff method th a t utilizes both an increasing
tim e window and changes in power constraints as mechanisms for dictating the duration
of the MAC backoff.

8.1.2

C ollision su p p ression o f acknow ledgm ent

The lack of protection of acknowledgments in PCMA leads to some interesting issues.
The lack of protection of acknowledgments is due to two key issues listed below th a t are
p a rt of the PCM A approach and a problem in power-controlled protocols in general:
• Recall th a t busy tones are the mechanism for achieving power-control-based colli
sion avoidance, and th a t only receivers advertise busy tones. There is no mechanism
a t the tran sm itter to notify other transm itters of th e am ount of power required to
avoid collision w ith th e returning ACK from the receiver. The PCMA m ethods
utilizes busy tone pulses to notify transm itters of th e noise tolerance at th e desti
nation receiving the d a ta packet, but no such mechanism is provided at source for
the ACK.
• W hen a sender initiates an RPTS, it can send the receiver its noise level so th at
the receiver knows the m in im u m power with which it m ust transm it the APTS
to reach the sender (see Section 3.2). However, after the transm itter has finished
transm itting the d a ta packet, at w hat power m ust th e receiver send back an ac
knowledgment? T he old noise level at the sender m ay be outdated. On th e other
hand, in PC M A the source does not monitor its channel noise and reconvey it to
th e destination a t the end of the d a ta packet because it is very difficult to do carrier
sensing when tr a n s m it t i n g in wireless channels. In PCM A, the receiver sends the
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ACK packet a t the same power level as th e APTS packet (subject to its current
power bound), b u t this does not guarantee collision-free reception of the ACK.
It turns out th a t protection of the ACK is a fundam ental problem in a power controlled
MAC and is not m erely an artifact of the PC M A design. O ur engineering solution is to
piggyback ACKs in subsequent A P T S /R P T S packets when possible and also to execute
a R PTS/A C K handshake in response to a retransm it request by th e sender because of a
lost ACK. This will allow the destination to respond with an ACK instead of an APTS
if the corresponding d a ta backet was already received.

8.2

C hannel D esign Issues

This section continues to investigate some of the design issues presented in Section 2.2
and outlines additional problems associated w ith sending on the busy tone channel while
receiving a d ata signal. O ur approach to these engineering issues is then presented.
The coherence bandw idth determines how far ap art two channels can be and still
experience sim ila r gains. Therefore, to ensure th a t the gain on th e d a ta and busy tone
channels are sim ilar, or a t least somehow proportional, the busy tone frequency compo
nents must be w ithin the coherence bandw idth of the data channel. T he coherence band
w idth is inversely proportional to the m ultipath delay spread, which m ay vary greatly
depending on the environm ent. In m any outdoor en v iro n m e n ts th e delay spread can
be greater than 1 fis resulting in a coherence bandw idth of less th a n 1 MHz [12, 15].
This effect dictates th e m aximum channel spacing. However, there is also an additional
problem th at imposes m inim al channel spacing constraints on channels used for simul
taneously tran sm ittin g an d receiving from the same device. This occurs because of the
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finite transm it an d receive isolation provided by th e practical duplexer [35, 36]. The
problem is th a t a reasonably priced duplexer, which is used to separate the tran sm itted
and received signals, cannot prevent all of th e tran sm itted energy from entering th e re
ceiver. This scenario is depicted in Figure 8.1, where a node is receiving a d ata packet on
the d ata channel and simultaneously sending busy tone pulses on th e busy tone channel.
This would not be a problem if the tran sm itte r and receiver filters were designed with
ideal filters th a t sharply cutoff any energy outside th e desired bands. However, such
components would drive the price of m obile devices to unreasonable levels, so th e filters
found in m ost mobile devices have a m uch slower cutoff (allowing several MHz to fully
attenuate th e signals outside the desired frequency range) [37]. Also the power amplifier
th a t boost th e signal power before it is sent on th e channel can introduce some nonlinear
effects th a t cause additional energy to leak outside of the desired spectrum [38]. Mobile
phone designers overcome this problem by placing a large gap in frequency between the
up and down link channels. The typical rule of thum b is to separate the transm it and
receive frequencies by about 5% of th e nom inal R F frequency, so th a t the duplexer can
provide sufficient isolation while being inexpensive to m anufacture [12]. However, spacing
the busy tone a n d d a ta channel by this much frequency spectrum is not acceptable for
PCMA because it would place the busy tone channel far outside of the coherence band
w idth of th e d a ta channel. A final problem is th a t for efficient bandw idth usage it would
be desirable to use a narrow band channel for th e busy tone channel and a w ideband for
the d ata channel. However, frequency dependent fading will cause the gain function of
such channel designs to differ more significantly.
One approach th a t would overcome these problem s is placing b o th channels over the
same frequency spectrum , but implement different codes for each channel (such as is done
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F ig u r e 8.1 Problems associated with simultaneously sending and receiving
in code-division m ultiple access (CDMA)) [39]. The d a ta channel can be set up to use
several codes while the busy tone channel uses ju st one. This will result in the busy tone
pulse corrupting the d a ta (due to the energy reflection and slight correlation between
channel codes), b u t assuming the d a ta has a sufficient amount of redundancy it can
correct th e errors. This is further simplified by the fact th a t the receiver knows the bit
positions th a t m ay be corrupted by the busy tone transm ission since it knows dining what
periods of d a ta reception the packet was corrupted. Errors whose bit location are known
axe called erasures. For the most efficient codes (i.e., maximum-distance (MDS) codes
like the Reed-Solomon code [40] used most cellular networks) only one bit of redundancy
is required for each erasure to be corrected.
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Figure 8.2 Air interface th a t supports PCM A

8.3

Air Interface D esign

At this point we discuss the air interface design. Here the m ethod discussed above
th a t overcomes erasures with redundancy coding is used to implement busy tone. This,
however, does not assum e the use of any particular air interface. There are in fact m any
possible implementations of air interface th a t will satisfy these assumptions. T hough to
dem onstrate the validity of the protocol and its assum ptions a sample air interface is
outlined.
Figure 8.2 shows a high-level schematic of an air interface th a t meets the requirem ents
of PCM A. The outgoing d a ta sent by PCMA is first sent into a Reed-Solomon encoder and
then through a convolutional encoder. The d a ta t r a n s m issio n power is set by PCM A ,
and th e data is encoded and m odulated by the direct sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA)
encoder/m odulator and then transm itted on the wireless medium. W hen a busy tone
needs to be sent, th e busy tone the Send-BT flag is set to 1 and the busy tone power
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level is set by PCM A to the appropriate level causing a busy tone pulse to be generated.
T he pulse is th en sent through the m odulator and broadcast on the wireless channel.
W hen the busy tone is sent, th e Send BT flag indicates to the Reed-Solomon decoder
in th e receiver th a t the bit should be classified as a n erasure. W hen d a ta is received,
it passes through the DS-CDMA dem odulator/decoder, followed by the Viterbi decoder,
an d finally the Reed-Solomon decoder before being passed to PCMA. T he data signal is
taken from the combination of th e correlated rake tap s an d the noise from an uncorrelated
ta p . These signals are then passed to a component (usually an integrator) that measures
th eir power level and passes th e corresponding values to PCM A. T he busy tone input is
dem odulated and measured over the duration of a busy tone pulse. The maximum value
observed over a time window W is then output to PCM A.
T he protocol makes no requirem ent on the im plem entation of the lower layer only
th a t it takes the information passed from PCMA to set th e appropriate power levels and
send busy tone signals, and send to PCM A the power levels of the received data, noise,
an d busy tone signals.

8.4

Interoperability W ith E xistin g Standards

In this section, the issue involving interoperability of power-controlled MAC proto
cols (namely, PCMA) with existing MAC protocols (namely, the current standard IE E E
802.11) are presented.
It is not difficult to make the power controlled MAC respect the existence (avoid
collisions) of the non-power-controlled MAC. Although, 802.11 will not be as consid
erate to the the PCMA transm issions. We first show how PCM A can be designed to
avoid m ost collisions with 802.11, and then show th e problems associated with 802.11
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avoiding collisions w ith PCMA. The node w ith th e PCMA protocol can easily backoff
for th e duration of th e transm ission when it hears a RTS or CTS packet, or try again
later when it hears a d a ta transmission. Though th e implementation m ust be able to
decode the packet, it is not enough to be able to ju st detect the presence of a carrier
for collision avoidance since th e implementation m ust be able to understand the packet
to know th a t it is a n 802.11 transmission and not a PCM A transmission th a t would not
preclude it from continuing to send a packet. T his will slightly increase the number of
collisions, but still allow 802.11 to operate reasonably well. The fundam ental complex
ities of PCM A coexisting w ith 802.11 is th a t th e existing 802.11 protocol dose not use
th e same collision avoidance mechanism. Further, it was shown in Section 1.2 th a t the
current MAC protocol’s collision avoidance mechanisms cannot be used to avoid colli
sions in a transm ission power-controlled environment. The fundam ental reason is because
th e current MAC protocols are unable to guaranteed the detection of (power-controlled)
source-destination pairs th a t restrict their transm ission range (as dem onstrated in the
example illustrated in Figure 1.6). Therefore, 802.11 would cause collisions with many
PCM A transmissions th a t are not sent with enough power for 802.11 to hear it.
As a result of 802.11 not avoiding collisions w ith PCMA packets, it is unfortunately
required th a t PCM A operate in a separate frequency spectrum from 802.11 and other nonpower-controlled MAC protocols. As dem onstrated in Section 1.2, this is a fundamental
problem associated w ith all non-power-controlled MAC protocols preventing coexistence
with power-controlled MAC protocols th a t fit w ithin the collision avoidance framework
(shared channel m odel).
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8.5

O verview

The im plem entation issues addressed in this chapter present some of the m ajor con
siderations th at m ust be taken into account in order to make PC M A a complete working
and implementable protocol. It is our belief th a t this discussion addressed these key
implementation issues, and provides insight into various im plem entation approaches.
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CHAPTER 9
R E L A T E D W O RK
In th is chapter we we first present related work on transm ission power control in
wireless packet d a ta networks networks and utilizing power control multihop ad hoc
networks, followed by related work on tran sp o rt layer design for ad hoc networks.

9.1

Transm ission P ow er Control P rotocols

This section outlines the previous work on controlling th e transmission power con
trol for improving for various perform ance improvements, prim arily capacity and energy
efficiency.
Past work on power control has prim arily dealt with cellular networks, where sepa
rate frequency bands are typically allocated for uplink and downlink channels and base
stations provide centralized control [1, 2]. This work has showed th a t power control can
provide improvements in capacity [1] and fairness [41]. D istributed power control algo
rithms have also been presented [42, 43] in the sense th at individual base stations control
the power. However, these techniques still require the fundam ental cellular configuration
(mobile users communicate through base stations - centralized access).
Wu et al. [11] presented a power-controlled MAC protocol for ad hoc networks, where
the dual busy tone multiple access (DBTM A) protocol framework introduced by Deng
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an d Hass [13] was used as a basis for collision avoidance. T he DBTM A algorithm uses
a separate channel to send a fixed signal tone called a busy tone1 th a t provided an d ad
ditional collision avoidance mechanism elim inate certain cases where the 802.11 protocol
would not prevent collisions. However, th ere are several fundam ental design issues th a t
are not addressed by DBTM A or the new power controlled version of it. Namely, the
simultaneous sending of a busy tone an d receiving of a d a ta packet is not addressed,
and based on th e channel layout shown in [11] the busy tone would in fact corrupt the
incoming data. Also the busy tones are solid tones instead of pulses, so there would be sig
nificant interference among busy tones observed from multiple transm itters or receivers.
Further, since th e busy tone pulses are a continuous signal sent from both tran sm itter
and receiver for th e duration of the d a ta packet transmission, they will consume addi
tional power from th e system, reducing th e battery lifetime of mobile devices. O ther
work has focused on the energy consum ption associated w ith various MAC protocols
[44]. In addition, [45] presented a joint power management a n d power control technique
to extend b a tte ry life in portable devices.
The research presented here differs from related work in two significant ways:
1. Our focus is on wireless multiple access networks, where all nodes share a single
channel and there is no centralized control or access.
2. We concentrate on transmission power control as a m echanism for jointly increasing
channel efficiency and extending b a tte ry life.

1Note that this busy tone is a continuous signal as opposed to a busy tone pulse used by PCMA.
Also the busy tone used here was originally implemented as an additional “on-off” mechanism, and not
“variably bounded” mechanism as PCMA uses its busy tone pulses.
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9.2

Pow er Control in M ultihop W ireless A d H oc
N etw orks

In this section, related work is presented th at provides energy savings in mobile devices
and particularly those those th a t use transmission power control in multihop wireless ad
hoc networks.
There are several power saving approaches for published in th e past literature. Most of
them deal w ith system level techniques for reducing th e power consumption of particular
devices. Examples of these system device optimizations include: disk drives [46, 47],
CPUs [48, 49], and network interface cards [50, 51]
More recent work investigated th e savings th at can be exploited by scheduling a t the
MAC layer such th a t some of th e communications components such as the receiver can
be turned off for extended periods of tim e [51, 52, 53, 54]. O ther techniques optimize
the MAC contention m ethod for particular operating conditions such as hidden term inal
scenarios [55] and very low bit error rates [56]. A dditional approaches adapt th e channel
coding and m odulation according to the radio channel characteristics [57]. T here are
also techniques th a t control the length of the MAC packet based on the current channel
conditions (bit error rate (BER)) [58]. Yet other techniques perform higher level approach
by looking a t the way nodes send packets. These approaches perform energy efficient
tim ing of T C P [59] and energy-aware routing in wireless packet networks [60].
However, researchers have only very recently started to investigate RF o u tp u t power
control as a m ethod of reducing energy consumption in ad hoc networks. Some of this
work has focused on topology control as a m ethod of minimizing the transm it power
of mobile such th a t connectivity is still guaranteed.

In recent work by R am anathan

and Rosales-Hain [61], an algorithm is proposed th a t calculates the m inimum power
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settings needed to for biconnectivity. Biconnectivity is where two paths exist between
every source-destination pair, and it was shown th a t this m ethod provides significant
reliability over a connected graph (monoconnectivity). However, one issue to note is
th a t this algorithm requires complete knowledge of all link gains. O ther research by
W attenhofer et al. [62] proposes a distributed algorithm th a t makes local decisions to
adjust th e transmission power of nodes and to collectively guarantee global connectivity.
However, this work assumes th e presence of a power-controlled MAC th a t perform s power
control w ith collision avoidance.
A nother area of RF o u tp u t power control for energy savings is controlling the trans
mission power level and network topology for maxim um lifetime of nodes [63, 64, 65].
All th e above techniques describe m ethods th a t can provide energy savings for mobile
devices in a wireless packet d a ta network. However, the past work does no t look at the
im pact of these techniques on the capacity of the wireless network as is done in this
thesis. Furthermore, past work on reducing energy consumption of mobiles operating
in an a d hoc wireless network have disregarded MAC issues such as collision avoidance
which will further im pact th e performance of these techniques. This thesis defines and
implements a power-controlled MAC (PCMA) and investigates the trade-offs in energy
and capacity for various types of topologies and different transmission ranges.

9.3

Transport Layers for W ireless N etw orks

In this section, we present related work to our congestion control m echanism for ad
hoc networks.
Some wireless T C P approaches try to use th e existing features of T C P to take care
of m obility and high error rates. Caceres and Iftode [66] proposed a m echanism based
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on fast retransm its. A fter th e mobile registers w ith a new base station, it enters into the
fast retransm it mode a n d also sends a signal to the other end to do th e same. One of
the ways this sig n a lin g can be done is by sending three duplicate ACKs. Similarly, the
mobile T C P (M-TCP) [67] approach, which is based on the split connection approach,
makes use of the persist m ode of TCP. At the split point of th e T C P connection (or
proxy), ACK for all b u t th e last byte is forwarded to the fixed host. O n detection of a
link

failure, the T C P layer a t the mobile is frozen. The proxy on receiving no ACKs from

the mobile, advertises zero window along w ith th e ACK for the last byte, thus putting
the fixed host in persist m ode. When the link is up, the proxy receives a n ACK from the
mobile, resulting in th e proxy inform in g the tru e window and thus restarting TCP.
There are several sim ilarities between the space communication environment and
the mobile and wireless environments, such as link outage, high latency, varying RTT,
data corruption etc. As a result, research on tran sp o rt layers for satellite networks, is
also relevant for our work. Durst et al. [68], propose space communications protocol
standards transport protocol (SCPS-TP), a protocol for space communications, which
has several mechanisms for enhancing T C P to counter the problems of d a ta corruption,
link asym m etry and lim ited bandwidth. The mechanisms include using Internet control
message protocol (ICM P) messages to distinguish various losses, header compression, use
of an efficient selective negative acknowledgment (SNACK) scheme, etc. Henderson and
Katz [69] have proposed satellite transport protocol (STP) as a tran sp o rt layer protocol
for use over a satellite fink to a mobile or over a link connecting two satellites. STP has
a very low a reverse traffic because it is not clocked by ACKs from th e receiver. Instead,
the sender polls periodically to enquire about th e status of the receiver’s buffer. The
sender can also send an unsolicited status u p d ate message to the sender.
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Our work on congestion control on ad hoc networks also borrows ideas from several
related literature.

T C P in multihop wireless networks have been studied by various

researchers [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. The approach proposed in [26, 30] is based on explicit
link failure notifications. Gerla et al. [28] looked a t the im pact of th e MAC protocol on
the performance of ad hoc TCP. C handran et al. [29] proposed a m echanism based on
explicit route failure feedback and re-establishm ent messages called TCP-feedback.
R ate control using mechanisms such as back-pressure has been proposed by Pazos et
al. in wired networks [70].
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C H A P T E R 10
C O N C LU SIO N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K
This thesis dem onstrates th at implementing a transmission-power-controlled MAC
in ad hoc wireless packet data networks will provide considerable benefits in capacity
and energy savings. In addition, a power-controlled MAC (PCM A) was presented th at
fits within the collision-avoidance m ultiple access framework. T he PCM A mechanisms
for discovering the power needed to reach the intended destination and avoid collisions
with other receivers were defined, and th eir effectiveness was tested with various network
configurations. It was also dem onstrated th a t PCM A overcomes the problem of both
discovering the power level for a source to reach its destination and allowing the receiver
to provide collision avoidance information to future transm itters in a nonintrusive m an
ner (without causing a collision with other ongoing packets transmissions). It was shown
th a t this is not possible with a simple extension to the current wireless MAC protocols.
We have dem onstrated th a t PCMA allows for a greater number of simultaneous senders
th an 802.11 by adapting the transmission power to be the minimum value required for
a successful reception a t the intended destination. This also reduces the average tran s
mission power such th a t the power-controlled system also results in an improvement in
energy savings.
Our perform ance results in C hapter 4 show th a t PCMA can achieve more th an a
two times improvement in aggregate throughput compared to 802.11 for dense mobile
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networks and a 50% average reduction in transmission power. As the connectivity range
is reduced, the aggregate throughput gain over 802.11 continues to increase, and the
energy savings increases considerably. T h a t is, PCMA continues to exploit spectral reuse
when the source an d destination pairs reside in various isolated regions (clusters) of the
network. Several extensions were also proposed to PCMA, th e first of which (those th a t
are referred to as PC M A Methods 2 an d 3) are designed to m ore fully exploit th e spectral
reuse by utilizing a range of available overcompensation levels. T his would allow sources
to contend who would not other wise be able to with a fixed overcompensation level, and
provides the greatest signal quality level a t the receiver th a t would prevent interference
w ith other t r ansm issions. It was shown th a t there is a trade-off in fairness for th e increase
in throughput provided by allowing th e PCM A protocol to favor sources contending w ith
less power (whose destinations are closer). To overcome some o f these issues, a n alternate
m ethod was introduced (PCMA M ethod 4) th a t improves th e fairness by restricting the
conditions under which a source can contend for the channel. However, this m ethod also
limits the protocols ability to fully exploit the network resources. This is a trade-off
th a t must be evaluated based on th e constraints of the applications employed in the
mobile network. W ith overcompensation in transmission power, PCMA can be designed
to degrade approxim ately the same as 802.11 under channel distortion. These results lead
us to believe th a t if engineered correctly, PCM A can achieve significant performance gains
w ithout significant compromises in robustness, and hence provides a powerful m otivation
to migrate towards power-controlled MAC protocol standards.
It was further shown in C hapter 5.4 th a t utilizing additional interm ediate hops be
tween source and destination can provide more than an order of m agnitude reduction in
power consum ption a t the cost of giving up some throughput. For devices th a t are greatly
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lim ited in power reserves such as hand-held mobile devices, giving up some throughput
for a significant gain in b attery lifetime m ay be be an attractive trade-off, while for other
devices, such as vehicles (where power is less of an issue), it may be desirable to reduce
the num ber of hops. This work fu rth er evaluated the throughput and power consump
tion with different network topologies using differing num ber of hops between source and
destination.
The results in Chapter 6.3 m otivated shaping the network traffic by employing rate
control a t the individual hops to improve the speed of adapting to changes in th e local
environments, nam ely contention, congestion, and routing overhead (route recom putation
and flooding). These changes in netw ork conditions m ay take place m ore frequently
in some areas o f th e network th an in others. Therefore, a rate control algorithm was
integrated into th e intermediate hops (nodes) of each flow such th at they can a d a p t to the
changes as th ey occur in their area of th e network. This m ethod allows nodes upstream to
quickly slow th e ir rate with back-pressure information provided by the dow nstream nodes
whose link rates change. These techniques avoid b o th buffer overflow and additional
routing traffic from further congesting the link.
The power control MAC (PCM A) framework was extended to the the m ultihop wire
less ad hoc scenario, but the routing was performed off-line to dem onstrate th e perfor
mance of PCM A , independent of th e overhead of a particular routing protocols. Thus,
we did not w ant to bias the perform ance results based on a particular type o f routing
protocol. However, past work has shown th at th e routing overhead in m ultihop wireless
ad hoc networks can account for m ore th an half of to ta l packets sent in th e network.
Further, these routing packets m ust be sent over the entire transmission range such th at
the improvements in spectral reuse an d energy savings of implementing power control
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would be less substantial. Therefore, it would be of interest in future work to investi
gate combining the routing protocol with a power-controlled MAC (such as PCMA) to
evaluate under what conditions significant benefits can still be observed. This m ay also
make PCM A Method 4 m ore attractive since a significant number of the packets are still
sent over th e maximum range. T h at is, we do not want to favor a few short-range trans
missions over many longer-range transmissions. A nother m ethod th at can be integrated
into the routing layer to overcome some of these issues is topology control. This entails
controlling the m a xim u m transm ission range th a t th e MAC layer is allowed to transm it
over based on the density of th e network and location of neighboring nodes.
The work presented in th is thesis provided considerable benefits in throughput and
energy savings. However, as we discussed above, there are still many areas where future
research can provide additional benefits of power control in a multihop wireless ad hoc
network.
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A P P E N D IX A
C H A N N E L M ODELS
In this section, the channel effects are outlined for different operating environments.
The relationship between the channel characteristics and the resulting gain dem onstrate
the degradations th a t a MAC protocol may encounter.
Let Gij be the gain between a source i and a destination j . In the Fresnel zone [12]
the g a in is proportional to 1 /d 2 (and we refer to it as the 1/d2 field) and is expressed as

where A is a constant th a t accounts for the signal strength gains from th e transm itter
and receiver antennas, A is th e wavelength, and dy is the distance between nodes i and
j . O utside the Fresnel zone th e gain is proportional to 1/d4 (it is then referred to as the
1/d4 field) and is expressed as
=

(A.2)

This is th e two-ray ground reflection model (see [12, 14]) and is also the model used for
the Carnegie Mellon University mobile extensions to the ns2 simulator [22]. A t this point,
we focus on the 1/d4 field since this is the axea w ith the greatest amount of spectral reuse,
and we generalize the p a th loss by a factor of 4 (the value typically used in m ost channel
models) because a since th is component can take on a range of 2-6 [12], depending on
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th e environment. W hile this model is appropriate for flat and open areas, objects in the
p a th between a tran sm itter and receiver may introduce additional interference such as
shadowing [12, 14], which results in a log norm al contribution to th e gain to produce a
slow fading model:

Gn = iaijr loC/1G.

<A-3)

which is referred to as log norm al shadowing.
In addition to shadowing, the signals m ay follow multiple paths from source to des
tination, each with independent shadowing, from the transm itter to receiver. Each path
will have an am plitude component th at is typically modeled by a Rayleigh distributed
(also called the fa st fading component) and a uniformafly distributed complex phase (i.e.
r exp(j'0), where

r is

look a t an M-ray (M

Rayleigh distributed and is uniformafly distributed) [12, 14]. If we
paths) Rayleigh fading model, the
i M

G ii =

A
E
- J
p= 1 cQy

resulting gain is then
i

S

r

l

O

- r„) ,

(A.4)

where d \f is the distances between nodes i and j following p ath p, and £p, rp , and 0 P
are random variables representing the shadowing, Rayleigh am plitude, and phase angles,
respectively, for each p a th paths.
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